
In this Issue 
 
Book review: ‘The Long Silence Falls’ 
 

New Awards and Endorsements 
 
Money saving methods for Misers #2 
 

Morse Mentoring by Email 
 

Reviews of the new ‘Pico Paddle’ 
and Walford ‘Berrow’ 

 
Use and abuse of ‘Cut Numbers’ 

 
... and more besides! 

Centre of Activity Frequencies: 1.818, 3.558, 7.028, 10.118/128, 14.058, 18.085, 21.058, 
24.908, 28.058, 50.058 from August 2014, 70.158 and 144.058. 

FISTS was founded in 1987 by the late George “Geo” Longden, G3ZQS 

Club Goals 
 
 Further the use of CW 
 Encourage newcomers to use Morse code 
 Engender friendships among members 

“Accuracy transcends speed, 
courtesy at all times.” 

 
“When you’ve worked a FISTS, 

you’ve worked a friend.” 

Website:  www.fists.co.uk Email: keynote@fists.co.uk 

Left: Keyboard telegraphy in style! 
 See page 17 

FISTS CW Club, Promoting Morse Code for over 25 Years 

SPRING 2013  Issue 23, Series 2 

Have you paid your 
2013-2014 subs yet? 

http://www.fists.co.uk/
mailto:keynote@fists.co.uk


CableTidy for Vibroplex keys 
This is a series of 4 PC Boards and 
cables to greatly simplify and tidy 
up the cable connections of the 
shown VIBROPLEX keys. 
 
The cables are 1 metre long and are 
terminated in a standard metal 6.4 
mm stereo plug as found on most 
rigs.  A 3.5 mm stereo plug cable 
can be supplied if REQUESTED. 
 
The boards are double sided plated 
through and Silver plated.  
Red in colour to match the Vibroplex red paddle keys however there is now a BLACK 
version for the VIBROPLEX ORIGINAL BUG models. 
The Rig cable is screened and flexible.  NEW!!!  Universal & GHD CableTidys available. 
 
The keys are shown for demonstration ONLY and are NOT included in the price. 
You are purchasing the PC Board of choice and its Key to Rig cable. 
All models inclusive of post costs are £20.00 or at a discount price of £18.00 for FISTS 
members (please quote your callsign when ordering). 
 

Isoterm Interfaces 

 

This is a range of radio-computer interfaces, available with a 5% discount for FISTS 
members.  For further information and pricing, visit www.g3liv.co.uk 

Mr J Melvin 
2 Salters Court, Gosforth 
Newcastle upon Tyne 
NE3 5BH 

Web: www.g3liv.co.uk 
Email: johnny.g3liv@gmail.com 
Tel: 0191 2843028 

ALL products can be viewed at  www.g3liv.co.uk   For reviews, see 
www.eham.net/reviews/detail/9689 and www.eham.net/reviews/detail/1456 

PSK31 Isoterm Multicon 
USB 

Isoterm Multimode 
interface 

DATA Isoterm 
Traveller 

PSK31 Isoterm Dual 
Deluxe 

http://www.g3liv.co.uk/
http://www.g3liv.co.uk/
http://www.g3liv.co.uk/
mailto:johnny.g3liv@gmail.com
http://www.g3liv.co.uk/
http://www.eham.net/reviews/detail/9689
http://www.eham.net/reviews/detail/1456
http://www.btinternet.com/~g3liv/new-page-6.htm
http://www.btinternet.com/~g3liv/new-page-5.htm
http://www.btinternet.com/~g3liv/new-page-8.htm
http://www.btinternet.com/~g3liv/new-page-4.htm
http://www.btinternet.com/~g3liv/new-page-7.htm
http://www.czechmorsekeys.co.uk/


Key Note is the quarterly magazine of the FISTS CW Club in Europe 
 
FISTS, PO Box 6743, Tipton, DY4 4AU, England, UK. Tel: 01902 338973 
 
Contacting us by email: 
Please send Key Note articles, comments and distribution questions to: 
Graham Smith  G3ZOD Email: keynote@fists.co.uk 
  
For feedback/help with the RAIBC audio version of Key Note, please contact: 
Chris Pearson  G5VZ Email: chris@fists.co.uk 
  
For help with subscriptions, membership and the website, please contact: 
Graham Smith  G3ZOD Email: members@fists.co.uk 
  
To arrange or volunteer for Slow Morse contacts, please contact: 
John  Griffin  M0CDL Email: qrs@fists.co.uk 
 
For on-air activity questions or logs, please contact the Activities Manager: 
Chris Pearson  G5VZ Email: chris@fists.co.uk 
 
For general questions, including information about rallies, please contact: 
Paul Webb  M0BMN Email: paul@fists.co.uk 
 Tel: 01902 338973 
To order items or to ask questions about Club Sales, please contact: 
Anne Webb Email: sales@fists.co.uk   
For questions about Awards or to apply for them, please contact: 
Dennis  Franklin  K6DF Email: fistsawards@fists.org 
 4658 Capitan Drive, Fremont, CA, 94536-5448, USA 
 
For help with the FISTSCW Yahoo News Group Forum, please  contact: 
Mark Waldron  M0BLT Email: forum@fists.co.uk 
   
FISTS Overseas FISTS Down Under: www.fistsdownunder.org 
 FISTS East Asia: www.feacw.net 
 FISTS North America: www.fists.org 
 
Subscriptions can be sent to FISTS, PO Box 6743, Tipton, DY4 4AU, England, UK. 
  
Current Members ONLY! 
£6 KN via Internet £8 KN post to UK £10 KN post to Eu  £13 KN post to DX 
  
Re-joiners and New Members ONLY!  Please see the following table: 

Month of joining 
or re-joining 

Key Note 
via Internet 

Key Note by Post 

Dec, Jan, Feb or Mar £7.25  £9.50 UK (£12.00 Europe, £15.75 DX) 

Apr or May £6.00  £8.00 UK (£10.00 Europe, £13.00 DX) 

Jun, Jul or Aug £4.50  £6.00 UK (£7.50 Europe, £9.75 DX) 

Sep, Oct or Nov £3.00  £4.00 UK (£5.00 Europe, £6.50 DX) 

mailto:keynote@fists.co.uk
mailto:chris@fists.co.uk
mailto:members@fists.co.uk
mailto:qrs@fists.co.uk
mailto:chris@fists.co.uk
mailto:paul@fists.co.uk
mailto:sales@fists.co.uk
mailto:fistsawards@fists.org
mailto:forum@fists.co.uk
http://www.fistsdownunder.org
http://www.feacw.net
http://www.fists.org
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Membership Renewal 2013-2014 
 

Subscriptions became due on the 1st of April for 2013 to cover until 
1st April 2014.  If you receive Key Note through the post, your renewal 
date and membership number are on your address label.  Membership 
shall be forfeited if any member becomes three months in arrears, so 
please pay promptly.  Thank you. 
 

If you have already paid your 2013-2014 subscription, please Ignore 
this reminder! 
 
Subscriptions may be paid with a cheque (drawn on a UK bank only), 
Postal Order, or bank transfer to Fists Lloyds TSB, sort code 
30-14-51 account number 00948847 quoting your Membership number 
and callsign.  Make cheques out to Fists with callsign/number on back. 
 
Payment Slip  (BLOCK CAPITALS please) 

Callsign:  
Member Number:  
Name:  
Address:  
  
  
  
Post Code:  
 
Enclosed: 
 
Keynote via the Internet (anywhere) £6 
Posted Key Note in the UK £8 
Posted Key Note inside European zone £10 
Posted Key Note outside European zone (“DX”) £12 
Donation (optional) £__ 
 

Total Cheque £__ 
 
Please return this form with payment to: 
Membership Secretary, FISTS, PO Box 6743, Tipton, DY4 4AU, England, UK 
 
Thanks and 73 from Graham G3ZOD, Membership Secretary. 
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QSL Bureau www.fists.co.uk/buro 
 
Please send outgoing QSL cards and any questions to the QSL Bureau Manager: 
 
Rob Walker  M0BPT Email:  buro@fists.co.uk 
FISTS, PO Box 6743, Tipton, DY4 4AU, England, UK. 
 
Please write FISTS and the member number of the 
station you contacted at the top left of the QSL card. 
The bureau can also accept cards to be sent to mem-
bers of RSGB, RSARS, RAFARS, RNARS and G-QRP.  
Please write the organisation name at the top left. 
 
Incoming QSL cards for UK members:  These are handled by the QSL Bureau 
Sub-managers.  Please send them your stamped, self-addressed envelopes: 

G4 
Jim Steel  M0ZAK 
6 Central Avenue 
Shepshead  LE12 9HP 

G3 
Grant Merrils  G0UQF 
2 East Street 
Darfield 
Barnsley  S73 9RE 

G1, G2, G5, G6, G7, G8 
and Specials (GB, GX etc.) 
John Griffin  M0CDL 
35 Cottage Street 
Kingswinford  DY6 7QE 

G0 
Bill McGill  GM0DXB 
112 West Main Street 
Armadale 
Bathgate 
West Lothian  EH48 3JB 

M0, M3, M5, 2E0 etc. 
Phil Hughes  2E0DPH 
111 Wisbech Road 
Littleport 
Ely  CB6 1JJ 

Wales and SWL 
Paul Webb  M0BMN 
40 Links Road 
Penn 
Wolverhampton  WV4 5RF 

Incoming QSL cards for Eu & DX members:  Please send postage and not enve-
lopes—contact Rob M0BPT (details at top of page) for more information. 
 
Please donate used stamps 
Chuck M0AVW collects used stamps for charities.  When you’ve received your 
QSL cards, please send the used stamps, and any others you have, to him: 
 

Chuck M0AVW, 32 Woodford Walk, Harewood Park, Thornaby  TS17 0LT  
 

***Please DON’T send Chuck outgoing QSL cards!  If you would like an acknowl-
edgement by email, please include a slip with your email address on (BLOCK CAPI-

TALS, please).  Many thanks to all those who have sent stamps in. 

http://www.fists.co.uk/buro
mailto:buro@fists.co.uk
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Frequencies Graham G3ZOD, #8385 
 
Key Note—at last:  Welcome to this edition of Key Note.  Firstly, a very big apol-
ogy from me for the lateness of this issue; please see the Membership Report 
on page 13 for more about the circumstances.  Please be assured that there will 
have been four Key Notes by the end of the year.  I have extended memberships 
so that nobody will lose out on receiving an issue due to the lateness. 
 
FISTS Frequencies:  We have made a few changes to the FISTS Frequencies and 
will be referring to them in future as ‘centre of activities’ rather than ‘calling 
frequencies’—see page 16 for details. 
 
RSGB:  On the subject of frequencies, in March we were very surprised when 
one of our members resident outside the UK, Martin IK2RMZ, discovered on a 
Swiss website a paper that the RSGB had submitted for an IARU meeting, pro-
posing the reduction of the 30m exclusive CW sub-band from 10.100-10.140 
MHz to 10.100-10.130 MHz, i.e. take away one quarter of it in favour of data 
modes.  The RSGB position was in essence that data modes were already in use 
in between .130-.140 in violation of the 30m band plan, so why not ratify their 
use, and that CW can quite happily coexist with up to 500 Hz-wide data modes 
in the 10 kHz, so it was not a loss for CW operators. 
 
Well, my experience is that data modes and CW modes do not coexist well, and 
it’s much worse when there are wider bandwidth data modes. 
 
We encouraged members to write to the RSGB with their feelings on this mat-
ter—for or against.  As a result, the RSGB decided to withdraw the paper.  You 
would have thought that would have been the end of the matter, but no: we 
have been told that at the conference, the RSGB discussed their withdrawn pa-
per anyway and said that they still fully supported it. 
 
You have to draw your own conclusions about this.  My personal feeling is dis-
may that the RSGB should decide to act preferentially for one part of its mem-
bership and against the interests of another.  Also it’s disturbing that the paper 
was created with what looks like secrecy, and that despite comments received 
by members, the RSGB is apparently still intent on pursuing this change. 
 
During all the goings on, we discovered that there are two RSGB online groups 
that relate to IARU band plans, and I strongly encourage FISTS members to join 
both (RSGB membership is not required): 
 

C4 (HF) groups.yahoo.com/group/ukc4discussion 
C5 (VHF+) groups.yahoo.com/group/ukc5discussion 

http://uska.ch/fileadmin/download/iaru/interim_meetings/vienna2013/VIE13-C4-03_RSGB.pdf
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/ukc4discussion
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/ukc5discussion
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Continued on page 8 

Brasspounder Chris G5VZ, #12540 FISTS Activity Manager 
 
The details of Straight Key Week were still being developed when the Winter 
2012 Key Note was published, so were deferred until this edition. 

STRAIGHT KEY WEEK 2013 

DATE 0001 UTC Sunday 1st December to 2359 UTC Saturday 7th 
December 2013 

FREQUENCIES 

Any licensed amateur bands except the WARC bands - which are 
30m, 17m and 12m - or 60m and allocations below 500kHz. 

During a FISTS activity session and operating on 40m or 80m, if 
you call on a published frequency (A FISTS Centre of Activity) 
please clear the frequency after one contact. 

This applies to all participants, HQ stations and members alike. 
Once clear of the published frequency there is no further manda-
tory QSY required during an activity. 

The earlier QSY Rule no longer applies 

RULES 
This is another fun event in which manual sending is our aim! 

Simple rules; usual exchange between members or non-members 

SCORING 

10 points for a FISTS HQ station 

(GX0IPX, GX3ZQS, MX5IPX, VK2FDU, ZL6FF, JL3YMV, KN0WCW) 

5 points for a FISTS Affiliated Club Station 

3 points for a FISTS member 

1 point for a non-member 

EXCHANGE RST/QTH/Name/FISTS Number (If applicable) 

LOGS 

For each QSO logged: Date/Call sign/Name/QTH/Frequency/RST/
Time, UTC/FISTS Number or Non-member/Points claimed 

For each log: Summary to include total number of QSOs and grand 
total points claimed 

GENERAL 

Any type of manual keying may be used - manual keying includes 
up-and-down pump keys and side-to-side swipers or Cooties with 
two-wire (Signal and ground) connection to the radio. Keys which 
generate auto-repeat elements - like mechanical bug keys - are 
not allowed nor are any keys used in combination with an elec-
tronic keyer. If in doubt, please ask for adjudication before … 
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STRAIGHT KEY WEEK 2013  Continued 

GENERAL 

the activity 

Any operator (Regardless of callsign used) may only be worked for 
points once per band per day 

Any log entry not showing the required exchange information will 
be excluded from the scores 

ENTRIES TO 

All entries can be received by post or email 

Post to FISTS Ladder, PO Box 6743, Tipton DY4 4AU 

email to activities@fists.co.uk 

Logs must be received on or before 1st January 2014 

Logs may be in Excel, CSV, tabbed word or Cabrillo format or 
neatly reproduced on paper 

A good few of you will have been wondering when the next Brasspounder will 
appear.  Well, I have to confess that’s a question I’ve asked myself a few times, 
too. 
 
All participants in FISTS activities, please rest assured: I have been saving your 
entries as they have arrived.  Once or twice an up-to-date Brasspounder has 
been teetering on the brink.  But over the last six months other commitments 
(For which read “Work”) have intruded on ham radio activities and the edition 
of BP in-hand has become outdated and then I’ve started work on another. 
Then the same thing happened all over again.  
 
I’d predicted that the business turmoil would last for about 
six months and now, in this seventh month of the year, 
sense seems to be on the horizon. 
 
I’ve managed to get GX3FYQ on the air for a couple of lad-
der sessions but haven’t, otherwise, been on the air much 
at all.  I did call G100RSGB one morning but have still to get 
the call in my log book. 
 
So, to use the expression that seems to have become in-
creasingly common recently, “Bear with; bear with.”  The 
Summer 2013 Brasspounder will be with you very shortly.  And there may be 
some surprises! 
 
Keep on bashing the brass and keeping those bands lively, whatever the propa-
gation may do. 

Chris G5VZ 
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Event Calendar Available online at fists.co.uk/events 

 
Members worldwide are encouraged to join in all FISTS activities. 
 
There is a brief version of the calendar at the top right of the website home 
page fists.co.uk and a full one at fists.co.uk/events. 
 
FISTS Europe Ladder takes place on the 2nd and 4th Sunday of each month and is 
an easy-going event with friendly, conversational QSOs.  Any band other than 
630m, 60m, 30m, 17m, and 12m.  The exchange includes a minimum of: 

RST, first name, QTH, and member number (if applicable).  
 
FISTS North America G3ZQS Straight Key Contest is for straight (pump) keys on 
80m, 40m, 20m, 15m, and 10m.  The exchange is: 

RST, U.S. state/Canadian province/DXCC country, first name, 
FISTS number (or power output for non-FISTS) 

 
FISTS North America Get Your Feet Wet Weekend is to encourage less experi-
enced operators.  Contacts must be 2-way human-keyed CW (iambics are fine - 
just no computerized or memory keyers).  Suggested calling frequencies are 
3.558, 7.110, 14.110, 21.110, and 28.110.  The exchange is: 

Callsign/N (newcomer) or Callsign/E (experienced), RST, Name, QTH, 
FISTS number or power, last two digits of the year licensed. 

 
Example: WZ8C/E, 599, Nancy, MI, 0379, 88. 
(Outside the US, ‘N’ or ‘E’ can be sent in the QSO instead of as a callsign suffix.) 

First day Last day Event Times (UTC) 

Sun 28 Jul  FISTS Eu Ladder 1400-1600 & 1800-2000 

Sun 11 Aug  FISTS Eu Ladder 1400-1600 & 1800-2000 

Sun 25 Aug  FISTS Eu Ladder 1400-1600 & 1800-2000 

Fri 06 Sep 08 Sep FISTS NA G3ZQS Contest 2300-2300 

Sun 08 Sep  FISTS Eu Ladder 1400-1600 & 1800-2000 

Fri 13 Sep 15 Sep FISTS NA Feet Wet Weekend 0000-2359 

Sun 22 Sep  FISTS Eu Ladder 1400-1600 & 1800-2000 

Sun 29 Sep  FISTS Eu Fifth Sunday 1300-1700 

Thu 03 Oct  FISTS Eu German Unity Day 1400-1700 

Sat 12 Oct  FISTS NA Fall Sprint 1700-2100 

Sun 13 Oct  FISTS Eu Ladder 1400-1600 & 1800-2000 

Sun 27 Oct  FISTS Eu Ladder 1400-1600 & 1800-2000 

http://fists.co.uk/events
http://fists.co.uk/
http://fists.co.uk/events
https://fists.co.uk/activitiescalendar.html#fistsladder
https://fists.co.uk/activitiescalendar.html#fistsladder
https://fists.co.uk/activitiescalendar.html#fistsladder
http://www.fists.org/operating.html#straightkey
https://fists.co.uk/activitiescalendar.html#fistsladder
http://www.fists.org/operating.html#feetwet
https://fists.co.uk/activitiescalendar.html#fistsladder
https://fists.co.uk/activitiescalendar.html#fistsfifthsundays
https://fists.co.uk/activitiescalendar.html#fistsinternationaldays
http://www.fists.org/operating.html#sprints
https://fists.co.uk/activitiescalendar.html#fistsladder
https://fists.co.uk/activitiescalendar.html#fistsladder
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Membership Report Graham G3ZOD, #8385 
 

P aid your subs??  Subscriptions became due on 1st April 

except where members have taken out longer subscriptions. 
 

You can tell if yours is due by looking at the address label on your 
Key Note envelope, by logging on to the website—the renewal 
date is on the main Members’ Area web page fists.co.uk/members 
—or by sending me an email (see page 3). 
 
You can renew online at fists.co.uk/renew or there is a form that 
can be posted on page 4. 
 
A very warm welcome to our latest members: 

Graham 
G3ZOD 

Competitions 
 
We received plenty of interesting entries for the home made key competition 
and articles for the Key Note article competition—many thanks to all those that 
submitted entries. 
 
So that this Key Note isn’t delayed any more than it already has been, we’ll pub-
lish the results later in the year. 

Simon IK6REB 15982 
Ian G6OVR 15983 
Chris MI0AHH 15984 
Ken G7FTD 15985 
Andy M0STL 15986 
Tony G4TRY 15987 
Jeff G1DYN 15988 
Kevin M0KMH 15989 
Chris GW0DGJ 15990 
Wyn MW0AQZ 15991 
Mike G8FDR 15992 
William F5VHP 15993 
John GI4EBS 15994 
Peter G3JRH 15995 
John M0JSO 15996 
Phil G4HFU 15997 
Mike M0XOR 15998 
Bill G0KCZ 15999 

East Cleveland Amateur 
Radio Club 
 G4CRS 16200 
Graham 2E0GBE 16201 
Dave 2D0YLX 16202 
Mike G3YPE 16203 
Jon M6BZO 16204 
Keith G0HKC 16205 
Louis EI2HOB 16206 
Chris G3XVL 16207 
Paul G3VCN 16208 
Chris M6BHR 16209 
Lincoln Short Wave Club
 G5FZ 16210 
Martin M0MWS 16211 
Lynne M6FAB 16212 
Denis M0USV 16213 
John M1JSS 16214 

Richard M6CNI 16215 
Dulyn MW0WYN 16216 
Dougie MM0MPA 16217 
Dave GM6HGF 16218 
Olivier F5PKR 16219 
Andover Radio Amateur 
Club G0ARC 16220 
Dennis 2E0BPL 16221 
Debbie 2E0BAF 16222 
Tapio OH7FTM 16223 
Mike 2E0GTT 16224 
Mike G0OGE 16225 
Aeilko PA3GBK 16226 
Martin DL9MN 16227 
David M6DRQ 16228 
Andy G3ZYP 16229 
Remy F4ERM 16230 
Owen MW0GMH 16231 

https://fists.co.uk/members
http://fists.co.uk/renew
http://www.g5fz.co.uk/
http://www.arac.org.uk/
http://www.arac.org.uk/
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Achievements  Congratulations to the following FISTS Award winners: 
 Richard G0ILN  #398 Silver Century & Millionaire 
 Peter G4LHI  #2219 Millionaire 6 Million Sticker 
 Fritz DL4FDM  #2225 Perpetual Prefix, Silver Century & Millionaire 
 Robert AA2SM  #2434 Silver Century 
 John M0BUY  #3797 Basic Century 
 Milan OK1KW  #4827 Millionaire 5, 6, & 7 Million Stickers 
 FISTS  MX5IPX  #7778 Basic Century 
 Graham G3ZOD  #8835 Millionaire 2 Million Sticker 
 John VK4TJ  #9080 Millionaire 5 Million Sticker 
 Dick K8MW  #9183 Gold Century, Diamond Century & Platinum 250 
 Ian ZL2AIM  #9683 Millionaire 
 Rien PA7RA  #9819 Millionaire 2 Million Sticker 
 Gene W5GXV  #11347 Millionaire 20 Million Sticker 
 Cody KC2LSD  #11793 Millionaire 3 & 4 Million Stickers 
 Russ K0LUW  #12117 Diamond Century 
 Ron W5VYN  #12761 Millionaire 6, 7, 8 & 9 Million Stickers and 

Nightmare Alphanumeric 
 Gary AB0BM  #13663 Millionaire 5 Million Sticker 
 Robert KB9MLE  #13933 Millionaire 4 Million Sticker & Worked All States 
 Pete WA6OEF  #15666 Basic Century, Silver Century, Millionaire and 2, 

3, 4, & 5 Million Stickers 
 

Juan EA5BLP 16232 
Gerry EI4GD 16233 
Svein LA6IKA 16234 
Ildefonso EA5HEU 16235 
David G0FKX 16236 
Barry G4PCL 16237 
Mario OR4K 16238 
Liam G4UWP 16239 
Stuart M6VGE 16240 
Dave G4OTV 16241 
Terry MW6TAB 16242 
Paolo IZ8SKD 16243 
Nick MM0NJC 16244 
Mike M3ZZA 16245 
Quentin GW3BV 16246 

Badger M6BRZ 16247 
Dave GM4NFI 16248 
Alan G7VNM 16249 
Geoff G3UCK 16250 
Gordon MM0MUR 16251 
Rob GD4RFZ 16252 
Pat M0XII 16253 
Syd M0SGF 16254 
John M6KET 16255 
Duncan G3WZD 16256 
Rick M0ZAV 16257 
David 2E0CTU 16259 
Mauro HB9FBG 16260 
Steve DB1AAY 16261 
Tony G6GLP 16262 

Gary M6SWF 16263 
Bryan G4CVF 16264 
Mitch M0BIW 16265 
David G7AGI 16266 
Suzy G1XST 16267 
Stuart M0JKB 16268 
Jim G3ZQC 16269 
Tony 2E0SBS 16270 
Derek G3XWD 16271 
Bob M6RSB 16272 
Merv G4KLE 16273 
Martin GW4GNY 16274 
Paul ON6DP 16275 
Fred G3YJQ 16276 
Collis M6AVQ 16277 

http://www.fists.co.uk/awards
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Congratulations to members on achieving their Full licences: Carl 2E0CWC is 
now M0SER, John 2E0MOC is now M0ZHA, and Rob 2E0ETN is now M0TKT 
Congratulations also to members achieving their Intermediate licences and new 
callsigns: Paddy M6TXP is now 2E0TXP, Mike M6MPC is now 2E0MPC, Frank 
M3ZVI is now 2E0YAR, and John M6DIV is now 2E0KUF. 
Congratulations to John #16255 who joined as an SWL and subsequently 
achieved his foundation licence and callsign M6KET. 
 
Silent Keys  I’m very sorry to report that the following members are now Silent 
Keys. 

 
Thanks to Geoff G4AQZ , #7768, for writing in about Tom G0SCP.  Geoff, along 
with a number of fellow RSARS members, attended Tom’s funeral at Gorleston, 
Norfolk. 
 
Website Subscription Changes  Earlier in the year I re-wrote the subscription 
web pages on the website.  This was mostly due to PayPal causing us problems 
last year (since resolved), which resulted in us signing up with Nochex for online 
payments. 
 
The new system includes an online form and allows payment by card, Nochex, 
PayPal, or the payment can be sent separately by bank transfer, UK cheque, or 
UK postal order.  Subscriptions can now be for 1, 2, or 3 years.  For members in 
Europe paying by bank transfer, the subscription is given in Euros, using the ECB 
exchange rate.  The system also performs checks that help avoid some of the 
situations that occurred previously, such as a current member attempting to re-
join or paying twice (more common than you might think!). 
 
I have been asked why, when just renewing, the new system wants a postal ad-
dress, since the address will already be in the club records.  The reason is so 
that I can check that the address hasn’t changed & also that there are no errors 
in it.  So far this has uncovered a number of errors, particularly in post codes, 
and it turned out that two members had moved QTH.  If you don’t want to type 
in your address, just type a dot, a dash (!), or something similar instead. 
 

John G0GIS  #223 
Frank G4YFD  #486 
John G0LYY  #696 
Ken G3MLD  #1091 
Tom G3KEF  #1839 
Bob G3WPK  #1870 
John G4YZO  #2863 

George G3AHX  #4866 
Tom G0SCP  #4885 
Dave G3OEP  #5547 
Dan M0NLD  #10816 
John G4GEA  #14038 
Vaughan G3OFE  #15842 
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Why the big delay in the Spring Key Note?  One reason is the website work 
mentioned above, which was not a trivial task.  This led me to fail to publish the 
Spring Key Note before “renewal season” started in late March, which for sev-
eral weeks forms a near full time task processing subscriptions. 
 
Further website work became necessary when the website apparently got on 
some hacking “favourites” list early in the year.  No hacking attempt on the 
website has ever succeeded.  However, the constant attempts to hack it cause 
me two problems.  Firstly, the attempts can slow down the website’s perform-
ance, and secondly, because the website logs are being filled with the records 
of the attempts, the resultant “needle in a haystack” effect made it very difficult 
for me to see real problems (such a missing graphic) in amongst all the fictitious 
web pages the hackers have been trying to access.  So, this forced me to work 
on the website to provide a feature to allow me manually to block hostile com-
puters (IP addresses) attacking the website.  This worked for a while, but I was 
spending increasingly more time each day reviewing logs and adding IP ad-
dresses to the block list, such that I then had to do more work on the website to 
automate the blocking.  So far this is working reasonably well.  Another website 
task that became necessary was that the FISTS news web page had became far 
too large, making it slow to open and difficult to change, and it was essential to 
split it up into several web pages, each covering one year. 
 
Aside from various other issues that took far longer than expected (replacing a 
computer hard disk and fixing a particularly stubborn infection in Mrs ZOD’s 
computer come to mind), early in the year I undertook the task of being 
“secretary” for the ADIF Development Group (ADIF—Amateur Data Interchange 
Format—is the standard used to exchange QSO information between amateur 
radio programs).  This seemed an interesting task that wouldn’t take up a lot of 
time, but turned out to be far more time-consuming than I had expected.  In 
addition to all this is the steady daily time taken up with FISTS membership mat-
ters and publishing FISTS news items on the website, RSS, Twitter, Facebook 
and Google+. 
 
Is this going to happen again?  Mrs ZOD tells me “No!”.  HI.  I am aiming to be 
back on track with Key Note by the end of the year.  The website changes 
should all be one-off tasks, and the time taken up by ADIF was due to a number 
of large and controversial changes to the specification; I don’t foresee that hap-
pening again in the near future.  Also, the additional years allowed by the new 
FISTS website’s subscription pages will reduce the time spent dealing with 
membership renewals during future “renewal seasons”. 73 de Graham G3ZOD 

http://fists.co.uk/news.html
http://adif.org.uk/
http://fists.co.uk/news.html
http://www.fists.co.uk/rss.xml
http://twitter.com/FISTS_CW_Club
https://www.facebook.com/FistsCwClub
https://plus.google.com/101863262433473646103
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Additions to FISTS Awards  
 
We are pleased to announce the addition of a brand new award and new en-
dorsements to two existing awards. 
 
FISTS awards and endorsements are included as part of membership, and can 
also be sent to non-members on payment of a nominal fee.  We send out high 
quality, laser-printed certificates and endorsement stickers.  Many radio organi-
sations now only offer PDF computer files that recipients have to print out 
themselves, but we believe that the effort put into achieving an award should 
be rewarded with a real certificate rather than a trip to Staples for paper and 
ink jet cartridges! 
 
FISTS Spectrum Award—from July 1st 2013 
The new FISTS Spectrum Award starts July 1st, 2013 at 0001 UTC.  The FISTS 
Spectrum Award will be issued for working 100 different FISTS Members on any 
one band, i.e. all QSOs listed in the log must be on the same band.  All logged 
QSOs must be made on or after the start date and time of 1st July, 0001 UTC.  
Spectrum Award Endorsements available for 100 FISTS Member contacts made 
on additional bands, other than the original band the award is issued for.  An 
award certificate will be issued for the first log of 100 contacts on the same 
band.  For each log submitted thereafter, endorsement stickers for the appro-
priate band will be issued.  This endorsement sticker may be attached to the 
original certificate.  Required log data needed for all Spectrum Award QSOs: 

Call Worked, Name, Date, Band, and FISTS Member Number. 
 
Rag Chewers’ Endorsements—from June 1st 2013 
Starting June 1st, band endorsements are now available 
for the Rag Chewers’ Award.  Logs for band endorse-
ments must have all listed QSO’s made on or after June 
1st, 2013.  All Band Endorsement QSO’s must all be 
made on any single amateur band, (80m, 40m, 20m, 
etc.), using CW mode. 
 
Perpetual Prefix Endorsements—from June 1st 2013 
Also starting June 1st, additional endorsements are now available for the 
Perpetual Prefix Award.  In addition to the basic award requirements, endorse-
ments will be issued for the following increments: 50, 100, and 150 prefixes.  
Logs for additional prefix endorsements must have all QSOs shown, including all 
QSOs used for the original Prefix Award. 
 

Rag Chewers’ certificate 

http://fists.co.uk/members/membersawards.html#spectrumaward
http://www.fists.co.uk/members/membersawards.html#ragchewersaward
http://www.fists.co.uk/members/membersawards.html#prefixaward
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FISTS Log Converter Program 
The current version of FISTS Log Converter, 2.5.6, does not yet provide support 
for the new endorsements and award; Graham G3ZOD has had to spend time 
instead on Key Note and other tasks.  However, the program will be updated in 
due course, and the new endorsements and award will be supported retrospec-
tively.  I.e. QSOs logged now in your favourite logging program, or FISTS Log 
Converter itself, will be incorporated into the counts in the new version of the 
program.  So, no excuses—get busy logging those new QSOs right away! 
 
Further Information 
The website awards page fists.co.uk/awards contains details of all awards. 
If you have any questions about these or other FISTS awards, please feel free to 
contact the FISTS Awards Manager, Dennis, K6DF, or the Membership Secretary 
Graham G3ZOD; their contact details are on page 3. 

Focus on Awards:  The CW / Telephone “Area Code” Award 
 
The CW / Telephone “Area Code” Award is unique amongst FISTS awards in that 
it is designed to increase CW activity in general and consequently there is no 
requirement that any contacts be with members. 
 
You need to persuade your QSO partner to send you 
their telephone area code during the QSO.  For example: 
 

0161 (UK, Manchester and surrounding districts) 
020 (The Netherlands, Amsterdam) 
415 (USA, San Francisco) 

 
QSOs must also include Name, QTH, and signal report.  
100 area codes are needed and you can only count one 
area code from each callsign you contact. 
 
Asking “UR AREA CODE?” has caused confusion, with post codes being sent in-
stead of telephone area codes, and using the abbreviation “PHONE” may be 
misunderstood as meaning SSB/FM etc.  It’s probably best, although a little 
lengthy, to ask: “UR TELEPHONE AREA CODE?” 
 
If you are giving out your area code, please only ever give a single area code, 
and that must be for where your home is, regardless of whether you use a mo-
bile (cell) phone or a landline.  The only exception is if you move home. 
 
For more information, see fists.co.uk/awards or contact the Awards Manager. 

CW Phone Area Code 
certificate 

http://fists.co.uk/awards
http://www.fists.co.uk/members/membersawards.html#thecwphoneaward
http://fists.co.uk/awards
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FISTS Frequencies—Old and New  
 
We have changed the 12m FISTS frequency to 24.908 MHz to move it out of the 
digital sub-band, and added a frequency for 4m—70.158 MHz.  We have also 
added a future frequency for 6m—50.058 MHz.  This latter frequency should 
not be used in Europe until August 2014, which is when the European 6m bea-
cons are due to have vacated the lower part of the band.  Calling CQ on or 
around the VHF frequencies doesn’t carry a high chance of getting a response, 
but can be useful for skeds, and that could result in others joining in—you never 
know. 
 
Traditionally the FISTS Frequencies have been described as ‘calling frequencies’, 
with the guidance that stations should move off the frequency after establish-
ing contact.  While this works some of the time, on a crowded band such as 
40m, it can result in the loss of a QSO if a clear frequency can’t be found, or if 
the two stations just fail to find each other again (particularly if either operator 
is less experienced or band conditions are marginal). 
 
The Committee has decided that we will in future refer to these as ‘Centre Fre-
quencies’, similar to the QRP centre frequencies.  Hopefully this will put less 
pressure on people to QSY and also encourage more CQs, listening, and other 
activity around the frequencies rather than necessarily exactly on them.  If 
monitoring a frequency while busy with something else, it’s an idea to  use a 
wide filter setting so that nearby activity can be heard. 
 
Generally, with the relaxed nature of QSOs in the FISTS Activities such as the 
Ladder, stations active in the event can enjoy QSOs with others who are not 
participating.  This occasionally results in a clash of interest, where members 
not participating have been frustrated when the FISTS Frequency concerned has 
been occupied for long periods.  Hopefully looking at the frequencies as 
‘centres of activity’ rather than ‘calling frequencies’ will help with this.  In addi-
tion, Chris G5VZ, Activities Manager, has amended the activities’ rules so that 
participating stations on the busy bands for the activities—40m and 80m—are 
required to move off the frequency after calling CQ and having a QSO.  Note: 
this rule is for participants only—everyone else is not subject to the activity rules! 
 
The Activity rules have been amended to reflect all the above changes, along 
with the website’s page describing the frequencies and the list on the front 
cover of Key Note.  The website also provides a convenient A4 chart for printing 
out on the Frequencies web page: fists.co.uk/frequencies.html. 

http://fists.co.uk/ladder
http://fists.co.uk/activities
http://fists.co.uk/frequencies.html
http://fists.co.uk/frequencies.html
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Cover photograph:  The Hughes Telegraph John D. Jenkins 
 
Many people are not aware that Morse didn’t 
invent the telegraph.  What he did was invent a 
particular form of electromagnetic telegraph – 
one that was elegantly simple and required little 
maintenance.  He (or rather his assistant Alfred 
Vail) also developed the Morse code.  In the 
early days of the telegraph there were many 
other attempts to develop methods of commu-
nication by wire, and one of these, the Hughes 
Telegraph, was especially unusual. 
 
What makes the Hughes unique?  On the send-
ing side, instead of using a Morse key, the op-
erator uses a piano key – or keyboard, to be 
more precise.  The receiver, instead of marking 
dots and dashes on a paper strip, actually spells 
out the text of the message.  This was quite unusual for the time. 
 
These devices were very popular in France, where there were likely many more 
piano and harpsichord players than telegraphers.  The piece we have in the mu-
seum was operated on the Paris-Milan line.  Unfortunately they were quite 
temperamental and suffered frequent breakdowns.  Transmission speed was 
also much slower than the Morse system and so the Hughes system was even-
tually replaced by the much simpler (and cheaper) Morse apparatus.  Very few 
survive today. 
 
 
Many thanks to John for allowing us to reproduce his photograph and article 
about the Hughes Telegraph. 
 
For a wealth of photographs and information about early telegraphy, please 
visit his website: 

Spark Museum: Vintage Radio and Scientific Apparatus 
www.sparkmuseum.com 

 
 
John is also author of the book “Where Discovery Sparks Imagination” (ISBN 978
-0-9794569-0-9) about the early history of electricity and radio.  This is available 
for $34.95 from John’s website (USA) www.sparkmuseum.org/shop or can be 
purchased from booksellers such as Amazon. 

Hughes Telegraph 
Dumoulin - Froment a Paris 

Mid 19th Century 
Operated on the Paris - Milan 

line 

http://www.sparkmuseum.com/
http://www.sparkmuseum.org/shop/
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Money saving methods for Misers 
Part 2: Dipoles 
 
This is Part 2 of an extended version of an article David originally wrote for the 
FISTS Down Under newsletter. 
 
The dipole is possibly the most reliable, and probably underrated antenna in 
existence.  It is simple to make and works every time provided a few basic rules 
are applied.  It needs to be cut to the frequency in use, and it goes without say-
ing, the connections to it need to be good.  That’s about it really, but as Robbie 
Burns said: “The best laid plans’o mice and men gang aft astray”. 
 
Everyone knows (don’t they?) that a 
dipole is a half wave antenna, fed in the 
centre where the impedance is around 
70 ohms.  Now do not get excited 
about matching your transceiver with 
its 50 ohm input/output to that; a few 
ohms either way will not make much 
practical difference to your signal, but 
agreed you might as well do the best 
you can.  It happens that if you hang up 
your dipole from the centre with the 
ends sloping downwards in a very ap-
proximately upside down vee shape, then the match will be nearer to 50 ohms 
anyway (of course in keeping with the title of this literary work!). 
 
You can save more money and use some scrounged 70 ohm coax that fell off 
some old TV antenna, then your feeder matches the dipole and the mismatch 
will in theory be at your transmitter end—where in fact it is equally possible 
and quite easy to match it.  Or if you want near perfection, and you think your 
dipole is hanging up nice and straight in “free space” and clear of all buildings 
and trees and at least a half wave above the ground—you will be a lucky  so-and
-so if that is the case—you could feed the dipole with open wire line and have 
no loss worth measuring.  This unfortunately is very much dependant on other 
things like approval of the Station Manager (The XYL) and the  proximity of the 
aerial and the point of entry to the shack. 
 
Now I do mean open wire line, properly made with spacers of around 3" 
length—not the flimsy 300 ohm ribbon once commonly used for older TV instal-
lations.  That is liable to suffer broken internal wires with constant movement in 

David G3SCD/VK3DBD, #3756 

A Commercial Dipole centre. 
Good features, but the joins still have to 

be well-made and watertight.  
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a wind.  450 ohm ladder-line (I believe hard to find in VK land) is tougher and 
better, and it is so easy to construct your own with plastic spacers and a rea-
sonably tough multi-strand insulated wire of the type often sold for motor car 
wiring, or “hook up” wiring.  Avoid single strand cable; it is not flexible enough.  
Open wire has a number of other factors to consider; getting  a good match to 
an aerial and the radio at opposite ends does create a few problems which are 
outside the scope of this article. 
 
Coaxial cable is by far the most popular and practical for most, and I stress the 
need to make a really tough and reliable weatherproof connection where the 
coax meets the wires, where constant strain and movement in wind and 
weather never ceases.  Your antenna is only as good as the weakest link. 
All so-called “multiband dipoles” are a compromise on some bands.  There is no 
free lunch.  To the non-technical, I would say beware of them all until you have 
done some comparison tests with a real, simple, half wave dipole cut for the 
frequency you require.  It is better than you think...! 

 
But I digress; to start with, the dipole centre is an 
important feature which needs to conform to the 
requirements above regarding weather: Cheap, 
Strong, and Waterproof.  Commercial ready-made 
devices are available and these are in general 
quite good.  The mechanical problems of flexing 
wires and keeping out water still exist.  I usually 
make dipoles centres from scrap material, cutting 
a simple piece of insulating plastic into an approxi-
mate T shape or triangle—see photos.  Any tough 
piece of Perspex, some plastics (the non-brittle 

type), a section cut from an offcut of 4" drain pipe with 3mm or 4mm thick 
wall—the slight curve is no detriment—will do.  The flat sides  of old computer 
monitor cases are useful for many things, dipole centres included, and for many 
other uses too.  That material is easily bent into right angles or other shapes by 
means of a hot air blower.  I like it and it’s free! 
 
Secure the antenna wires via two small holes to take mechanical strain onto the 
plastic centre, and the coax too passes through two holes which, if made the 
right size, effectively stops any pull on the soldered joints you should make.  It is 
quite possible to use choc block connectors too instead of solder; if you use 
these then try to find some with brass screws (or substitute some stainless 
ones).  Next, carefully wrap the joints, whether soldered or clamped, with self 

Make a centre from scrap 
plastic. 
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amalgamating 
tape to ensure no 
water at all can 
get into the coax 
end.  In theory the  
self amalgamating 
tape should be 
protected from 
UV with a layer of 
plastic electrical 
PVC tape.  But I 
have found even in VK the self amalgamating tape 
has a very long life.  Having tried many other meth-
ods of waterproofing, I never fail to be impressed with that product.  Expensive 

perhaps, but a 10m reel lasts for quite a few years 
even for active antenna experimenters.  This tape 
welds to itself after a few hours or so.  To remove, 
it has to be cut off; it will never unwrap.  And I 
understand it will protect to some considerable 
depth even under water.  Another excellent tool 
available at low cost is the ubiquitous hot melt 
glue gun.  Very good for encasing a wire end or 
twisted joint in a seemingly indestructible rubbery 
gunge which sticks like the proverbial… 
 

The old fashioned egg insulators traditionally used on aerials since wireless was 
invented, and the more modern plastic versions, are not necessary these days.  
I always use either a good nylon cord for holding antenna wires, or often a 
monofilament nylon fishing line of 40 or 50 lb breaking strain.  The latter is vir-
tually invisible and is not likely to annoy, or probably even be noticed, by nosey 
neighbours.  Terminate your wire antenna in a 
small loop and fasten the nylon with a knot 
that will not come undone.  A fisherman’s bend 
is a good one.  Polyester and polyurethane and 
similar variants quickly disintegrate in the harsh 
sunlight of VK land.  Some of the natural 
ropes—sisal, hemp, and even cotton—will last 
quite long time, but can retain moisture and 
they are not cheap either.  Garden brushcutter 

Cutting open self amalgamat-
ing tape after many years of 
use.  Clean and shiny inside.  

Secure the wires and solder the 
ends 

Centre completed and 
weatherproof.  Self amalga-

mating tape keeps out 
moisture 

Nylon Brushcutter line dipole end 
insulator and clamp.  A fine insu-
lator and almost indestructible 
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line often can be got cheaply when your local garden centre has a clearance 
sale of unpopular gauges.  All diameters are useful and it is very strong and ef-
fective, if a little difficult to terminate (see photo).  Halliards of Nylon, Terylene, 
and Dacron are long lasting and are good insulators too.  Yacht chandlers usu-
ally offer a wide choice of diameter.  At the support ends, or centre if that suits 
your installation, it is best to avoid pulleys as such.  You are not going to haul 
the wire up and down often and a good pulley is an expensive item (yachting 
gear again).  So, use a smooth device to pass your halyard through; often one of 
the old egg insulators or an old brown pot insulator from power line poles is 
ideal.  Fasten it to your tree or pole with something like galvanized fencing wire.  
That will last a lifetime and the “pulley with no moving parts” will never jam up.  
 
Measure and cut your dipole to suit frequency.  I always use a simple formula:   
234 divided by the frequency = the length of a half wave (half of that is the 
length of wire each side of the centre).  For example, for 14.1 MHz that is 16.6 
feet or 16ft 7ins.  Although an accurate formula, other factors can change the 
real length, so allow a little extra.  The angle of the dipole legs, the height above 
ground, nearby objects, the thickness of the wire and whether it has insulation 
affects the electrical properties, so: allow 6" more for a loop termination, and it 
is a good idea to add another 6" for final adjustment.  Fold back 6" lightly 
twisted around the standing part; that can be lengthened or shortened easily  
after a test.  (A folded–back wire has no effect whatsoever on your antenna fre-
quency.) 
 
Once the  dipole is hung up, you are ready for the real and often exciting trial of 
a new antenna.  A GDO is one of my favourite test instruments; I have both a 
(valve) Grid Dip Oscillator and a solid state one (don’t ask where the grid is in 
that!)  It should show you exactly where the antenna resonates, then the wire 
simply has to be shortened or lengthened accordingly.  If you only have a trans-
mitter, then, without an ATU or ACU in circuit but preferably with an SWR me-
ter, try loading up at the low and the high end of the band in turn.  If it is better 
at the low end, centre, or high end, then it will be obvious which way to go.  If 
your TX or SWR meter will not show you, repeat the test with your ATU/ACU in 
circuit and apply a little commonsense to the readings.  If you really cannot 
make a decision, then accept the calculated measurement and rely on reports 
from other stations.  If of course you cannot load at all, then you have some-
thing very wrong.  Check everything and then check it again.  There is a reason 
and only you can find it! 
 
It is possible to fasten two dipoles to the one coax cable, or even three: 20m, 
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40m, and 80m will all work happily together.  Each 
frequency will hardly see the other wires, but there is 
slight interaction and you may need to shorten all of 
them or perhaps only one.  It is best, I think, to fan 
out those wires as they leave the centre insulator— 
that will depend on your points of support.  In the 
case of a small garden, the longer wires can have 
bends in them—it will still work quite well, but that 
too can make the effective length more and some 
pruning of the wire will be needed to get best performance.  It is all a case of 
careful testing and adjusting on each band.  Time spent making an aerial match 
is not wasted.  But a “matching device” in the shack will not improve an an-
tenna; it will only make the transmitter “see” a better load.  First do your ut-
most to get the aerial as near resonant as you can. 
 

CU on the bands.  73  David VK3DBD 

Two Dipoles on one centre 

Review:  Berrow QRP CW Transceiver Kit David G4YVM, #15868 
 
During 2012 I decided to get to grips with 
homebrew for CW, something I have never 
really been happy with.  I am not very experi-
enced with building but prepared to give it a 
try.  Prior to tackling the Walford Berrow I 
had done a few things decades ago—a Lake 
ATU, a Lake RX, an OXO and so on—small 
stuff and not very difficult. 
 
I chose the Berrow simply because it was the newest shiniest kit from Tim Wal-
ford G3PCJ’s stable!  During a phone call with Tim, he suggested I’d be okay but 
to bear in mind that, as an early-builder, I was rather a guinea pig for the in-
structions.  This fact has given me far more “learning experiences” than any one 
kit has the right to give. 
 
The Berrow is a true VFO direct conversion (DC) receiver and 1.5 Watt CW 
transmitter for any ONE of the bands 80m-20m.  Some builders have modified 
their set so that it works on more than one band; I’ll be happy if it just works. 
 
I hope you read the article to the end, but in case you don’t: it was enjoyable 
and productive; the rig works and Tim’s instructions were, on the whole, very 

Walford Berrow QRP CW Transceiver 

http://www.users.globalnet.co.uk/~walfor/advanced.htm
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good.  YOU won’t be an early builder, so you will think Tim’s instructions are 
(rightly) excellent.  Would I build another Walford kit?  Yes! 
 
Opening the packet was an eye opener for me…cor!  What a lot of bits!  The 
boards and chassis plates take up most space and then everything else is well 
packeted and sorted.  I went though everything first to make sure I had the lot!   
Remember I am very inexperienced so had some small difficulty identifying 
what was what, but Tim’s descriptions are clear and the parts count helped 

where I struggled. 
 
As it was I had the right number of every-
thing, so I divvied them all up to make life 
easier later and started to solder in accor-
dance with Tim’s build order. 
 
The first steps involve making the chassis 
from copper clad PCB, as is the case with 
many of Walford’s kits.  I would prefer to fit 
the device into a real aluminium case, but 
imagine the cost would then go up a lot.  Still, 
it would make a nice “option” if it were of-
fered ex-factory, as it were. 
 

Despite my inexperience all the bits went together; Tim’s instructions were 
really very good.  I had great difficulty identifying some parts and as a result, 
and since building this radio, have now also built a C and L meter (Clara) and am 
looking into building an antenna analyser (the VK5JST one) so that I have a GDO 
as well.  I don’t have a scope! 
 
The test stages of the Berrow all worked fine, 
although I had made one or two errors of my 
own and a couple that were the result of typo 
errors from Walford’s.  My errors led me to 
have a side tone not working and Tim’s errors 
led to the death of the radio shortly after my 
declaring it a success.  I think my friend Jim, 
G4NWJ, had almost as much fun fault finding 
as I did building it in the first place.  I was de-
lighted with my own test results; my voltages 
and frequencies all came out spot on (even 
with the errors I had made).  I must point out 

Construction starts on the Berrow 

Berrow wired-up 
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that I was an “early builder”, so it was partly my finding Tim’s typo errors that 
mean YOU won’t have them in your kit! 
 
I learnt a huge amount from this radio: I am almost red/orange colour blind un-
der strip lights—I need to measure resistances!  I must not build when tired!  
Capacitors are easily confused with each other when tired! 
 
Anyway, the great day came at last.  The radio was back from Jim’s shack and 
hooked up into my aerials and…nothing.  A quick check on my QRP wattmeter 
(homebrewed) showed no output.  Grrrr.  Back to Jim’s.  It was confirmed—no 
RF (or at least, there was but it was a few mW).  We had to change a quad 
NAND device, destroyed somehow, then it was back to life. 
 
Back again from Jim’s with a full 1.5 Watts of RF!  During the absence I had 
made a resonant half wave end fed antenna—I’ve gone right off multi band ae-
rials since getting into QRP. 
 
Anyway, my one and a half Watts fed into the half wave came back immediately 
with a call from Guy, F8GFA in Anger (the place, not the state of mind!) and I 
was a delighted G4 I can tell you.  Twice in my life now I have worked QSO on 
homebrew gear: initially on an OXO nearly thirty years ago and now this Ber-
row.  The sense of delight never diminishes but I am still waiting for the day 
when I work someone on a homebrew rig that I made exclusively on my own.  A 
quick look through Tim Walford’s catalogue provides much to whet the appe-
tite; I do like chocolate, especially Cadbury’s… 
 
And that’s it.  The Walford Berrow.  It took me a few nights of soldering to get it 
together.  I learnt a lot and received huge amounts of advice from all sorts of 
sources.  The whole project was immensely enjoyable and I was sad when it all 
came to an end!  I can see now why home builders have so MUCH stuff!!!  Why 
stop?  If you are considering the Berrow, I heartily recommend it, even if you 
are a beginner.  There’s no reason at all why, if you follow Tim’s instructions 
EXACTLY, it shouldn’t work as promised. 73 David G4YVM 
 
 
The Berrow price is £59 excluding delivery from Walford Electronics.  Details of 
the Berrow are available at: tinyurl.com/walfordberrow 
 
Ordering: tinyurl.com/walfordorder   
Email: See Ordering web page Phone: ++44(0)1458 241224 
Post: Upton Bridge Farm, Long Sutton, Langport, Somerset, TA10 9NJ, England. 

http://tinyurl.com/walfordberrow
http://tinyurl.com/walfordorder
mailto:walfor@globalnet.co.uk
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Book Review:  The Long Silence Falls David G4YVM, #15868 
 

The Long Silence Falls 
The Life and Times of the Merchant Navy Radio 
Officer. 
Published by The Radio Officers Association, 2012. 
 
I very rarely read novels and when I do they must 
be factual ones.  Most of my reading, and I do 
read quite a bit, is designed to teach me some-
thing.  A few years ago I read everything I could 
find about the Naval war: I have long had a secret 
ambition to be a War Hero sea Captain, plucky 
sailors against the lonely Atlantic, all bravery and 
camaraderie and singing patriotic songs before 
heading home for bed, beer and bosoms. 
 
Except it wasn’t like that of course. 
 
Oh well, maybe a Radio Officer then, Merchant Navy, glamour, gold braid and 
girls!  Well, THAT wasn’t quite like that either…and now I know pretty much 
how it WAS because I have read this wonderful book, The Long Silence Falls. 
 
The Long Silence is that which now and for evermore pervades ‘500’, 
‘the five ton’ or simply the 500k/c waveband now that ships no longer use radio 
telegraphy or Radio Officers at all.  The romance of the code of Morse (Vail, 
whatever) has gone, replaced by the mechanics of satellites and machines.  But 
it WAS there and it WAS romantic for sure and if you feel I am waxing lyrical 
then that is what this book does to a chap, and I am sure that is what it is 
MEANT to do. 
 
Starting with reminiscences of cadets from and about the various radio schools, 
one gets the distinct impression that almost anyone who had served time at the 
key in a vessel could buy a large house, furnish it with some radio gear bought 
cheap from the pages of Exchange and Mart, and set up a school.  And why not? 
The stuff they had to teach was all in the public domain and the students would 
be tested severely by the GPO at the end: many failed…twice!  But these 
schools harken back to another era; not from high breeding or Eton these pu-
pils, but from the cities and villages of Old England, the working classes striving 
to do better than their parents, the mothers and fathers desperately trying to 
keep their boys from the pits and the factories. 
 

Cover of The Long Silence Falls 
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Some of the schools remembered were clearly ramshackle whilst others were 
so obviously a delight to be in.  But they were schools, full of students who 
knew little and made mistakes!  One tale that springs to mind is of a cadet who, 
whilst throwing the HT connector to the aerial array, got his finger stuck be-
tween the contacts: “…he shot backwards and hit the oak door with a thump, 
then he slumped forwards.  We all thought he was dead”.  He was not dead, but 
I bet that was the last time he, or any of the witnesses, got their fingers stuck in 
an HT switch! 
 
The overriding impression of these schools is that the cadets enjoyed being 
there.  It was in all senses an education.  One lesson learnt, that has stuck with 
me too, through these pages, is that one thing worse than failing an exam is 
passing an exam when you shouldn’t have!  Read the book to learn why! 
 
The next section is about first trips at sea and, to my surprise, the war.  My big-
gest shock was that it was possible to be torpedoed yet lose no-one. The tanker 
South America was attacked by U 302 with no loss of life!  The RO was the teen-
ager Robert Cobb.  He was last off the vessel (to his skipper’s shame) as he was 
busy sending SSS (the wartime code for alerting other vessels within range that 
they were being attacked by a submarine).  Amazingly his major concern on 
leaving the ship was that he hadn’t dumped the code books over the side, a 
concern he sheepishly expressed to the skipper of the ship that rescued him.  
‘Don't worry lad’ the skipper told him, ‘have a look at that’; and there was the 
South America, code books and all, sliding inexorably towards her last docking. 
 
For those of us of a patriotic nature, HMS Swale found and dispatched U 302 
later in the action. 
 
After the section on the War there’s a nice bit on being an RO on board “the 
Queens”.  Too fussy for my tastes, but fun for those who chose it.  One interest-
ing tale is of the time a sea plane landed to take off a bride who was about to 
give birth: the ship hove-to making a break for the plane and the transfer was 
duly completed.  Can you imagine that now?  Such glorious times! 
 
The recollections go on and on in this book for about 300 pages and every page 
is alive with information and acualité.  One really gets a feeling of being there 
whilst reading the text. 
 
One of the most surprising things to deduce was that many RO’s only served 
between about 3 and 10 years afloat before swallowing the anchor; perhaps all 
the beer and late nights, the utter lack of roots and often the awful man man-
agement of Marconi was too much to bear.  Perhaps also, as in early aviation, 
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one can only lose so many friends before it gets to you. 
 
The most moving passage demonstrates how fate stalks us all; at the end of one 
trip in 1979 two colleagues parted and bade their farewells: our author went to 
one ship, his pal to the MV (Merchant Vessel) Derbyshire. 
 
Derbyshire was lost with all hands in a typhoon near Japan in 1980. 
 
1980?  That’s yesterday.  Out of curiosity I googled ship losses for 2012, just to 
see how things have changed.  They haven't.  Whilst complete sinkings are (still) 
rare, incidents recorded as “losses” are running (or were in 2012) at about 1 
vessel per week around the world.  Mostly groundings, some complete sinkings 
(mostly fishing vessels) and some other events.  So the sea can be still a worri-
some place to be working; I wonder how many skippers mourn the loss of 
“sparks”? 
 
A few years ago whilst in my office (A320 aircraft) one dark winter’s night, I in-
tercepted, not an SOS or CQD, but an automatic emergency beacon whilst lis-
tening to “our” ‘500’: 121.500 MHz.  I passed this on and kept a watch on pro-
ceedings.  I eventually found that the beacon was genuine and was from a 
French fishing vessel that had foundered some 5km offshore.  Because of our 
intervention (though not exclusively I am certain) the crewmen were saved, but 
imagine how much safer the crew would have felt had they known their own 
‘sparks’ was in his shack bashing out the alarm call.  And what if I hadn’t heard 
their beacon?  What price an RO then? 
 
Finally, I’ll bet you a shilling you don’t know when the first ever SOS was sent 
out.  Well it’s all there, in the back of this book! 
 
I imagine that the demise of the Radio Officer and all he stood for was dreamt 
up by accountants: men who never go to sea and whose idea of danger is when 
two columns don’t quite add up and in whose haste to save brass have re-
moved a valued man from the crew of a ship and thrown away careers and fu-
tures.  What they cannot destroy are the memories of those who have done the 
job; but time will, so get this book now and help store the memoirs for poster-
ity.  This is living history and you will never see it return. 
 
The Long Silence Falls was published initially in hardback but now in paperback, 
by The Radio Officers Association (ROA) and as a special offer to FISTS members 
they are allowing us a discount.  The details are on the next page. 
 
My thanks to the ROA for arranging the discount and to Chris, G5VZ, whose 
book I reviewed and photographed. David Perry, G4YVM, #15868. 
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Discount for FISTS Members 
As David mentioned in his review, we’re delighted that the 
Radio Officers’ Association (ROA) is offering FISTS members a 
generous discount on The Long Silence Falls paperback edi-
tion. 
Including  delivery, the cost to FISTS members is £17 for the 
UK and £20 for outside the UK. 
This is a bargain; the normal prices are £22 and £25 respec-

tively for non-ROA members. 
 
The offer is available until the end of November 2013. 
You must quote your FISTS member number and place your order with the ROA 
Membership Secretary & Treasurer, John Garner:- 
 

Mr J. Garner, 29 Sennen Close, Torpoint, Cornwall. PL11 2JJ, UK. 
 
Cheques should be made payable to The Radio Officers’ Association. 
For details of how to pay from outside the UK, or if you have other questions, 
please contact John via the ROA website:  www.radioofficers.com/contact-us 
 
 

More about the Radio Officers’ Association 
The Radio Officers’ Association (ROA) was formed in 1995 
as a membership organisation with two principal aims: 
 
 to seek out, honour and preserve the distinguished 

history of marine radio. 
 to provide former radio officers with the means to share 

their experiences. 
 
Membership of the ROA is reserved for those who have 
served as radio officers in a merchant navy, coast radio stations and civil avia-
tion and is not restricted to UK nationals.  Exceptionally, membership can be 
granted to those who have made a contribution to the industry in other ways. 
 
Radio Officers 
The commercial exploitation of wireless at sea about 1900 revolutionised ship-
shore communications and much improved safety of life at sea.  From then until 
the end of the twentieth century, ship-shore communication in the merchant 
fleets of the world was in the hands of specialist Radio Officers.  Over time the 
industry turned to the Radio Officer for the maintenance of navigation aids and 
engine room electronics as well as the management of the communications 

Radio Officers’ 
Association logo 

http://www.radioofficers.com/
http://www.radioofficers.com/news-2/best-of-qso/
http://www.radioofficers.com/contact-us/
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systems. 
 
By the turn of that century the rank of Radio Officer had passed into history as 
technological developments removed the need for high specialisation.  Some 
left the sea but many moved easily into the new rank of Electro-Technical Offi-
cer (ETO).  The ETO has the important function of maintaining the complex elec-
tronics installations throughout the ship and a number of them are in member-
ship of the Association. 
 
 
Radio Officers also manned coast radio stations and had counterparts in civil 
aviation.  They too have a worthy place in the distinguished history of communi-
cations in the twentieth century. 
 
 
The Merchant Navy was at the forefront in all the armed conflicts of the twenti-
eth century and is sometimes referred to as the fourth arm of the defence of 
the nation.  In those conflicts many Radio Officers performed extraordinary acts 
of bravery and self-sacrifice.  It is of no surprise that in World War II, of the 
30,000 casualties suffered by the British Merchant Navy, no less than 10% were 
Radio Officers and Masters.  By tradition the Master was the last to leave a sink-
ing ship and he was immediately preceded by the Radio Officer, who had been 
sending out the last urgent calls for help.  Many Radio Officers were killed at 
their posts as the Radio Room was regularly the first target of shelling.  We sa-
lute them all. 
 
 
Journal 
The Association publishes a quarterly journal (QSO) which generally comprises 
60 packed A4 pages of information about past and forthcoming events, sea sto-
ries and memories together with details of current satellite communications 
systems.  The Archivist gives an update of Association documents, former Wire-
less College news, book reviews, letters to the editor and much more.  From 
time to time supplements may appear. 
 
 
Subscription 
The annual subscription is £20 (Sterling if possible) payable in January of each 
year.  If you join after 1st June of any year your subscription will be £10 for that 
year and if you join after 1st October it will be £5 for that year.  Membership 
fees for all subsequent years will, of course, be £20. 
 
An application form and more details are available from the ROA website: 
www.radioofficers.com/membership 

http://www.radioofficers.com/membership/
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Morse by Email Ian G4XFC, #13276 
 
We all tolerate it but try to avoid it if possible and, if evasion is not possible, we 
quickly try and remove the painful experience, but do we do anything to correct 
it?  I would say with most experienced Morse Operators the answer would be 
“NO” because it is that far out of control that it would take a miracle to sort out 
the problem.  What am I talking about?  BAD MORSE! 
 
I agree completely with the above paragraph but in Summer 2011, I bit the bul-
let and decided that I had to be proactive rather than complain.  With a lot of 
negative comments from colleagues that it would never work, I started the 
Morse Crusade at www.themorsecrusade.g5fz.co.uk with the idea of trying to 
change the out-dated methods of learning Morse for Trainers and Students and 
hopefully work the bands 
without having to strug-
gle with slow Morse and 
bad operators. 
 
Before biting my head off about my attitude to Slow Morse, I consider accept-
able Slow Morse to be around 12 wpm, which I will explain later; any slower 
Morse than this is usually Bad Morse and the learner will be struggling to 
achieve a higher speed of Morse and their sending will tend to be corrupt. 
 
A fireman will tend to quickly attack a fire at the seat of the fire to put it out 
quickly making it easier to extinguish the outskirts of the fire.  In Morse, one of 
the biggest problems can be pointed to Morse Trainers and old Morse Opera-
tors continuing to train people using methods that have been proved over the 
years to be derogatory to the student.  I have discussed this in more detail on 
the Morse Crusade website. 
 
There are too many operators without any real experience in teaching Morse, 
now trying to promote it with detrimental results because they do not under-
stand the problems that some of the old methods can cause, mainly because of 
lack of research in teaching methods and inexperience in resolving students’ 
learning problems. 
 
When the RSGB were considering a Personal Morse Certificate of Proficiency, I 
argued with them that the certificate should start at 12 wpm and NOT 5 wpm. 
(It seems my arguments fell on deaf ears.)  We are not the only country with the 
5 wpm tests, and talking to amateurs from other countries who took a 5 wpm 
test, they have said that they wished they had never taken it and generally most 

http://www.themorsecrusade.g5fz.co.uk/
http://www.themorsecrusade.g5fz.co.uk/
http://rsgb.org/
http://rsgb.org/main/operating/morse/certificate-of-competency/
http://www.themorsecrusade.g5fz.co.uk/
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of them have had to retrain from scratch to achieve a higher proficiency. 
 
Since starting the Morse Crusade I have had numerous 
enquiries by email from slow Morse operators wishing 
to achieve a higher proficiency but struggling and find-
ing it very difficult to get over the 10 wpm barrier not 
only in this country but also America and Australia.  
(This is a common factor when learning slow Morse.)  I 
have successfully mentored them by email and they are 
all above 12 wpm and increasing their speeds and most 
importantly ENJOYING THE MORSE EXPERIENCE. 
 
A recent success is Carl, who first contacted me via the 
Morse Crusade to enquire if there were any Morse Mentors in his area who 
could help him with his Morse.  Replying to his request, I informed him that 
there were no mentors in his area but I would be willing to mentor him by email 
if he wished.  To get a better idea of Carl’s situation, I asked him to tell me 
where he was with Morse at the moment and what methods he had used to get 
there.  Carl was doing 6 wpm with a struggle and had been learning for 2 years 
without any success and I was his last resort.  Two weeks after our first contact, 
Carl was doing 12 wpm and trying to increase his speed to 15wpm.  His story is 
told on the Morse Crusade website.  This was all done through exchanges in 
emails. 
 
So what’s my secret?  Well we have to return to the cradle when we were little 
babies and trying to utter our first words without success; our parents battered 
our poor little ears with the words “Mummy” and “Daddy” until we were able 
to say it properly much to their pleasure.  This was later increased as we 
learned more words like “Chair”, “Food” and “Dummy”; we were learning a lan-
guage through listening and the repetition of words. 
 
I try to persuade people that Morse is a language and not a code and you will 
not learn it with your eyes, but with your ears and your brain.  Listen to the 
rhythm of Morse and enjoy the music. 
 
My first experience with Morse was 47 years ago when I joined the Royal Air 
Force as a Wireless Operator Special and later becoming a Special Operator 
Telegraphy, being a Morse Intercept Operator during the Cold War.  I was 
taught Morse using the Koch Method at 20 wpm and achieved a speed of 30 
wpm in my time in the RAF and I still advocate the Koch method though the 
Farnsworth method is similar. 
 

Ian G4XFC at work 

http://www.themorsecrusade.g5fz.co.uk/2012/02/email-mentoring-works/
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What’s my answer to people that tell me they would like to learn Morse and 
would I teach them?  My answer to this is “No”.  I will help them to learn Morse 
and also help them overcome any problems during the learning process.  I will 
also recommend the software which will help them achieve good results but 
teach them—NO!  Why should I sit at a key sending Morse to them when a 
computer can do the same thing?  I then get asked about learning to send 
Morse, for which I advocate that if you learned Morse properly then the sound 
of the Morse is in your head and it is easy to transfer that embedded sound 
onto the key.  (This is where slow Morse fails and ends up in badly sent Morse 
as the proper sound is not embedded into the brain.) 
 
Recently when mentoring one of my club members, we were talking about the 
reflex action of characters embedded into the brain.  He said “It is easy to know 
which characters are embedded as they just seem to pop up in front of you with-
out thinking” and this is what you need with all characters to be proficient with 
Morse. 
 
Learning Morse is a personal thing that can only be done by the person wishing 
to learn the language and willing to put in the time and the hard work to 
achieve a good result.  Dedication to learning is important and at least 1 hour 
training a day is essential, though it can be broken down to two half hour ses-
sions, one in the morning and one in the evening.  One problem I do come 
across with students is that they are trying too hard, stress themselves out and 
start to struggle.  You should be relaxed when learning Morse as you will cer-
tainly not learn if you are stressed out; giving Morse a break for a few days and 
relaxing will usually fix any problems you are having. 
 
Most people struggling with Morse are usually Slow Morse Operators and my 
advice to them is re-train from the beginning using the Koch method.  It may 
seem like a pain as they already know the Morse Code, but what they don’t 
know is the Morse Language which needs to be a reflex action.  Thinking about 
Morse is BAD!  If you have to think about certain characters or count dots and 
dashes, you will never achieve a reasonable Morse Proficiency. 
 
Koch program settings, to learn Morse from scratch? 

 Character Speed 18 wpm 
 Word Speed 12 wpm 

This may seem fast but we are trying to limit the thinking time.  Remember that 
thinking is BAD and if you miss a character, put a dot on the paper where the 
character should be and carry on.  Don’t think about the missed character, as 
you will lose more than 1 character if you think about it. 
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My definition of a good Morse Operator is one that is relaxed and enjoys using 
Morse, whose sending does not have to be 100% as defined in the book, but is 
easy to listen to without struggling.  Every Morse operator has a different way 
of sending, or a “Fist” on a straight key, as it is commonly called, and you can 
normally recognise an operator by his Fist.  (I send Morse with a Scottish ac-
cent/fist.) 
 
If you would like to participate in the Morse Crusade, then visit the website 
where you can check out my views on Teaching and Learning Morse, and we do 
need mentors to make the bands cleaner. 
 
Ian G4XFC, FISTS #13276, Founder of the Morse Crusade 
Website: www.themorsecrusade.g5fz.co.uk 

Active Elements 
 
Kelvin Marsh, M0AID is bringing to-
gether resources for disabled radio 
amateurs in a new web site to be 
found at www.active-elements.org. 
Working with Quentin, GW3BV and 
Chris, G5VZ, Kelvin is publishing acces-
sibility evaluations of amateur radio 

equipment, spoken word manuals and audio demonstrations. 
 
Kelvin says, “Blind and partially sighted radio amateurs often use standard 
equipment that might easily seem impossible to operate.  They can be incredi-
bly resourceful but do need to be informed about what’s available.  Amateurs 
with other disabilities also need to know if equipment is accessible or whether 
adaptations are available to make it so.  Active Elements attempts to draw to-
gether experience and knowledge gained by disabled operators from all over 
the world and make it available to anyone with an interest.” 
 
Kelvin’s team began work on the site during last autumn, building a range of 
evaluations, reviews and recordings plus links to resources available on other 
sites.  The site is fully accessible and combines an attractive visual design with 
clear text while also being optimised for screen reader software like Window-
Eyes or NVDA.  Development of the site continues and the formal launch of Ac-
tive Elements was 1st March 2013. 
 
If you would like more information on Active Elements, please call Kelvin on 
+44(0)1823 412 087 or email kelvin@qti.org.uk. 

www.active-elements.org 

http://www.themorsecrusade.g5fz.co.uk/
http://www.themorsecrusade.g5fz.co.uk/
http://www.themorsecrusade.g5fz.co.uk/
http://www.active-elements.org
mailto:kelvin@qti.org.uk
http://www.active-elements.org
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Review:  Pico Paddle from Palm Radio Chris G5VZ, #12540 
 
Quite recently a message on the KX3 Yahoo! Group invited its readers to view a 
YouTube video: a new paddle for the KX3 had been born, the message told us.  I 
followed the link, watched the video and very soon had ordered a new Pico 
Paddle from Palm Radio in Germany. 

 
What the Pico Paddle is, it transpired, is a di-
minutive sibling for the company’s well-known 
dual-lever Mini Paddle.  The familiar three-pin, 
single in-line connector on the Mini Paddle is 
replaced on the Pico Paddle with a 2.5mm 
jack—otherwise the key looks, externally, ex-
actly like a small Mini Paddle. 
It's shown here beside a Schurr Profi to give an 
idea of scale. 
 
The new paddle is enhanced by the availability 
of custom mounts for both that venerable 
stalwart of portable operations, the Yaesu FT-
817 and for the new kid on the back-packing 

block, the Elecraft KX3. 
 
The Paddle 
The key itself is a joy to use: it has a natural feel to it and, even though the pad-
dle area measures about 15mm by 8mm, the paddles feel good against finger 
and thumb.  Their action is positive and adjustment is both simple and straight-
forward.  The key mechanism is contained inside a metal case and it slides out 
for use and retracts for storage.  Slipped entirely out of the case, the paddle can 
be adjusted to optimise each of three parameters: 
 
 spring tension—firmness of the paddles 
 contact gap—distance the paddles travel 
 paddle stop feel—hard or soft feel to the 

paddles 
 
The case is extruded aluminium—a 15mm 
square cross-section and 50mm in length—
and its finish is black powder coating.  With 
the paddles extended for use, the overall 
length is just on 65mm.  Pico Paddle weighs 14 grams which is, of course, al-

Pico Paddle on the left, with a 
Schurr Profi for size comparison 

Pico Paddle and quick release base 

http://www.palm-radio.de/english/eppaddle.html
http://www.mtechnologies.com/schurr/
http://www.yaesu.com/indexvs.cfm?cmd=DisplayProducts&ProdCatID=102&encProdID=06014CD0AFA0702B25B12AB4DC9C0D27
http://www.yaesu.com/indexvs.cfm?cmd=DisplayProducts&ProdCatID=102&encProdID=06014CD0AFA0702B25B12AB4DC9C0D27
http://www.elecraft.com/KX3/kx3.htm
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most nothing at all.  Even with the plastic quick-release mount attached, having 
two neodyme magnets and the adjustment Allen key clipped into the base, the 
whole thing comes in at a touch over 27 grams, which is still almost nothing at 
all! 
 
The quick release base can be clipped to the 
key.  The base itself has screw holes for mount-
ing to a surface and, as mentioned, two mag-
nets that allow attachment to a suitable surface 
when appropriate.   
 
This base is also used to attach the paddles to the mount for a KX3 or an FT-817.  
But more of that later. 
 
The three-pin Molex connector used on the Mini Paddle has been replaced in 
the Pico with a three-pole, 2.5mm jack (stereo jack, that is) and the supplied 
cables are fitted with stubby plugs.  This provides a good and firm mate with the 
key.  The basic paddle is supplied with a 600mm patch lead terminated at the 
other end with a 3.5mm 3-pole plug.  Options of 300mm and 900mm leads are 
available. 
 
A 3.5mm to standard jack (6.3mm) adaptor is also included, making the key and 
patch lead combination suitable for most keyers and radios. 
 
The Mounts 
The mounts are designed to be installed on either an FT-817 or KX3—different 
mounts for each—and to be left in situ.   
 
Anyone with an FT-817 should note that the key can be mounted on the top 
surface of the radio's steel casing and used there, thanks to the magnets in the 
quick release base.  This is shown very clearly in the FT-817 video on YouTube.  I 
tried this with my Winkeyer to be disappointed because of its aluminium enclo-
sure.  Ditto the KX3. 
 
The MK-817 mount is, in fact, just a quick release mount without the magnets 
fitted.  A single screw is used to attach it to the underside of the FT-817: one of 
the front casing anchor screws is removed from the radio and a longer screw, 
supplied with the mount kit, used to attach the mount. 
 
There are two issues with this attachment method.  One is that the key is 
mounted upside down so the sense of left and right paddles must be reversed.  
Also, because the body of the key is below the radio's base plate, the FT-817 
must be used with its front raised.  That can be done using the Palm Radio peg 

Underside of quick release base 
with Allen key 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cwoL9YXi4wc
http://k1el.tripod.com/WhatisWK.html
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legs or another bail product.  But given the ease of attachment by magnets, I 
prefer mounting the Pico Paddle on the top of the radio. 
 
It seems, too, that the MK-817 mounting kit fits the Yaesu FT-857 also and, of 
course, the 857 has a factory-fitted bail to keep it above the work surface. 
 
The KX3 mount, known as MK-KX3, installs in the 
same position as the Elecraft KXPD3 paddles.  The 
KXPD3 mounts using two knurled-head screws with 
an integral square, four-pole connector.  The Palm 
mount uses an identical four-pole connector but on a 
short fly-lead and the mount is installed using two 
countersunk screws.  These screws are fiddly to fit 
and you wouldn't want to be fitting and removing 
the mount as often as you might consider attaching 

and demounting the Elecraft 
paddles.  The flip side is, of 
course, the convenience of leaving the mount in situ 
and detaching the Pico Paddle, which can then be used 
with a keyer or with another radio. 
 
Once fitted to a KX3, the adjustment left and right is 
easy, and in use the paddle is firm and stable. 
 

Conclusions 
Over the past couple of years I have begun to experience, shall we say, issues 
with the extensor pollicis longus on my paddle-keying side.  In short, that means 
thumb-trouble.  So I tend to tolerate paddle idiosyncrasies rather less well than 
I did when younger.  I’ve found Palm’s Mini Paddle to be pleasant to use over a 
number of years and the Pico Paddle is very much in the same category.  And 
easy on my thumb!  It appears to retain its adjustment so, once set up, there’s 
no continual tweaking to contend with. 
 
Everything is contained in a single, small and rug-
ged package – including the adjustment Allen key 
and, if you're using the magnets, the mounting 
hardware.  It is extremely well finished with the 
powder coating an obviously excellent quality.  
When buying the Pico Paddle barefoot or choosing 
the key with a mounting kit option, a travel case is 
included, providing a protective box to keep to-

MK-KX3 mount on a KX3 

MK-KX3 with Pico Paddle 
fitted 

Pico Paddle key, Allen key, 
case, and base 

http://www.yaesu.com/indexVS.cfm?cmd=DisplayProducts&ProdCatID=102&encProdID=8CBB7C4BDBAF40129AD4253A4987523C
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Extensor_pollicis_longus_muscle
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gether the patch leads, the jack adaptor and Pico Paddle 
itself. 
 
I find the people at Palm Radio helpful and understanding 
(they are hams themselves) with a pride in the products 
they sell.  The cost is €85 for the Pico Paddle, which is not 
cheap, but the design, engineering and production qual-
ity is obvious at every step.  It makes an excellent adjunct 
to either a Yaesu FT-817 or an Elecraft KX3, ideally suited 
to portable operations, not to mention being otherwise a 
useful two-paddle key. 

 
I have submitted a review to eHam and gave the Pico 
Paddle a five out of five.  I stand by that assessment 
and, the more I use the key, the more certain I am that 
it deserves full marks all round. 
 
YouTube Videos 
Pico Paddle: tinyurl.com/picovideo 
MK-KX3 mounting kit: tinyurl.com/picomkkx3 
MK-817 mounting kit: tinyurl.com/picomk817 
eHam Reviews: tinyurl.com/ehampico 
 
Palm Radio  
Pico Paddle and accessories: tinyurl.com/picopaddle Email: info@palm-radio.de 

Plastic travel case 
supplied with the 

Pico Paddle 

New Product:  Cyclone 40 QRP CW Transceiver  
 
Arising from Dave’s entry in QRP ARCI's 72 Part 
Challenge Design Contest in 2010, the Cyclone 
40 is an enhanced version of the original de-
sign.  The transceiver designed for the design 
contest had 72 total parts, performed well, and 
won honorable mention.  This improved ver-
sion has less than 100 components and even 
better performance!  The kit features all 
through hole parts and easy assembly.  The 
receiver is a superhet design with very good sensitivity and selectivity, and 
tunes the entire 125 kHz CW segment of the 40m Band—and does so at a com-
fortable tuning rate.  A frequency readout is included so you know where you 
are at all times.  

Cyclone 40 from Four States QRP 
Group 

http://www.eham.net/reviews/detail/11153
http://tinyurl.com/picovideo
http://tinyurl.com/picomkkx3
http://tinyurl.com/picomk817
http://tinyurl.com/ehampico
http://tinyurl.com/picopaddle
mailto:info@palm-radio.de
http://qrper.com/2013/05/david-cripes-nm0s-cyclone-40-meter-transceiver-kit/
http://qrper.com/2013/05/david-cripes-nm0s-cyclone-40-meter-transceiver-kit/
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This is a complete kit, including the enclosure.  A high quality board package 
includes the pc board, front and back panels, the sides, and top and bottom all 
of which make up the enclosure.  The control and jack labels are silk screened in 
white letters and vividly contrast with the black solder mask, and the holes for 
the connectors and controls are pre-drilled.  The ends are “dovetailed” together 
making a very rugged, easy to build, and attractive enclosure.  At a dollar per 
component, plus shipping, this rig is a real bargain. 
 
Features and Specifications 
General 
 Enclosure: A very nice predrilled and silkscreened enclosure is included.  It’s 

easy to assemble and looks great. 
 Ergonomics: Smooth solid tuning, a quiet receiver with QSK and well be-

haved AGC.  Nicely laid out front and rear panels. 
 Simple but high performance design: Only 98 electronic components (not 

including hardware). 
 VFO: The VFO is a simple PTO design, is very stable, and also quite easy to 

build. 
 Sidetone: Included! 
 AGC: Audio derived, fast and smooth. 
 Frequency Range: 7.000 - 7.125 typical. 
 Tuning Speed: 10 kHz/knob turn typical. 
 Stability: 300 Hz the first 5 min. after power up, less than 10 Hz/hour after 

that. 
 QSK: Fantastic QSK!  Full Break in, excellent muting, really fast! 
 All Through Hole Parts There are NO SMT parts in this kit, and only three 

easy to wind torroids. 
 Dimensions: 4.4 x 3.6 x 1.9" 
 Power Connector: 2.5x5.5mm coaxial, center positive.  Should be fused at 

1A, fast blow at PS 
 Antenna connector: BNC 
Receiver 
 Configuration: Superheterodyne, 11 MHz IF, 4 Crystal IF Filter. 
 Sensitivity: MDS (Minimum Discernable Signal) -125, Typical, below the nor-

mal 40m band noise level.  
 Selectivity: Four crystal, 500 Hz IF filter 
 IMD3: 90 dB typical, better than most commercial gear!  
 IP3: +10 dBm typical - another very good number 
 Frequency Readout: 3 or 4 digit CW, 1 kHz or 100 Hz resolution (user select-
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New Product:  Ultimate 2 QRSS Kit  
 
Hans Summers G0UPL’s Ultimate 2 QRSS Kit is a new version of the Ultimate 
QRSS Transmitter.  This new version comes with a pre-assembled AD9850 DDS 
module, and plug-in low pass filter modules which are also available separately 
for any band.  
 
The kit can transmit on any frequency 
from audio (500 Hz) to over 40 MHz, and 
changing bands is a matter of plugging in 
the appropriate low pass filter kit to at-
tenuate unwanted harmonic output. 
 
The kit supports the following modes: 
 QRSS mode (plain on/off keyed slow 

CW) 
 FSK/CW mode (frequency shift keyed 

slow CW) 
 DFCW mode (dual frequency CW) 
 WSPR mode (Weak Signal Propagation Reporter) 

Ultimate 2 QRSS Kit 

able), developed by Adrian Hill, KCØYOI. 
 Band Edge Marker: A band edge marker is heard at 7.001 MHz 
 Headphone Jack: 1/8" stereo, standard earbud/Walkman® headphone com-

patible 
 DC Current consumption: 30 mA typical at 13.6 VDC. 
Transmitter 
 Configuration: Stable, Wide Range VFO (PTO design), Efficient Class E Final.  
 Spectral Purity: All harmonics and spurs are 50dB or more below the carrier. 
 Output Power: approximately 4W into 50 ohms  
 DC Current consumption: 500mA typical at 13.6 VDC.  Will operate down to 

9V DC. 
 Key Jack: 1/8" stereo, grounded shell, switching the tip keys TX.  Contacts 

accessible for add-on keyer.  
 
Including shipping, the cost of this kit is $104 (USD) for US orders, $114 (USD) 
for DX orders. 
 
Web page: www.4sqrp.com/cyclone.php Email: on30ng@gmail.com 
Post: Four State QRP Group, Ron Potter, AG1P, P.O. Box 2140, Waldport, 
OR 97394 

http://www.hanssummers.com/ultimate2.html
http://www.4sqrp.com/cyclone.php
mailto:on30ng@gmail.com
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 WSPR-15 experimental WSPR mode with 15-minute frames 
 Slow-Hellschreiber (frequency shifted 

slow-Hell) 
 Full-speed Hellshreiber 
 Half-speed (“DX”) Hellshreiber 
 CW (plain CW) 
 FSK (0-999Hz shift, fast-speed FSK CW) 
 Customisable FSK patterns 
 
Other features: 
 DDS-controlled output frequency (through-pin DDS module, no SMD solder-

ing required) 
 Plug-in low pass filter boards (available for 10 HF bands) 
 24-character LCD + two-button user interface 
 User-programmable (callsign, message, speed, FSK, mode, etc.), settings 

stored in EEPROM 
 GPS interface, for locking the frequency, timing and location information 
 On-chip generation of WSPR encoded message (no PC required) 
 WSPR maidenhead locator can be generated from GPS-derived latitude/

longitude 
 Selectable “frame” size, for stacked QRSS reception 
 Plain CW callsign identifier at selectable interval 
 Produces 150mW RF output on 30m (lower output on higher frequency 

bands) 
 Higher output power by additional PA transistor and/or higher PA supply 

voltage 
 
The kit contains the PCB, LCD, programmed microcontroller, pre-assembled 
DDS module, all board-mounted components, and an LPF kit for one band.  The 
instruction manual is downloaded from the website.  The PCB is quite compact 
and care is required in the construction.  A rich array of functionality is provided 
by the design; the instruction manual has details of the facilities provided.  
Builder modifications will be shown on the web page as they are developed! 
 
Dimensions: the LCD module is 108mm x 20mm.  The main board is 43 x 48mm.  
The main board with the DDS module and LPF kit plugged on top, and buttons 
on the underside, will measure 50mm x 48mm x 32mm.  The overall size of the 
assembled modules depends on what LCD mounting option you choose (details 
available in the manual).  With the recommended option 3 (LCD soldered to the 
board at right-angles), the overall size of the assembly will be 116mm wide x 

Assembled Ultimate 2 QRSS Kit 
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56mm deep x 32mm high. 
 
The kit price is GBP 17.50 including one LPF kit.  Additional LPFs are GBP 2.50, 
currently available for all bands 160m-10m (ones for 135 kHz and 475 kHz are 
planned and will be GBP 3.00). 
 
An QRSS Arduino Shield Kit is available at GBP 11.00. 
The original QRSS Kit for one of 30/40/80/160m is still available at GBP 10.00. 
 
Prices are excluding delivery, which is at-cost and starts at GBP 1.99 for the UK. 
 
Ultimate 2 Kit details: www.hanssummers.com/ultimate2.html 
Online ordering: tinyurl.com/G0UPLshop 
Contact: www.hanssummers.com/contact.html 

Zen and the Art of Radio Propagation Jack M0DZM, #15957 
 
Many moons ago, when I still had hair on top of my head, and computer hard 
drives were the size of a dustbin lid, I was a Radio Mechanic (Ground Communi-
cations) in Her Majesty’s Royal Air Force.  Or, according to my colleagues in The 
Mob, a Wireless Mech; to the Royal Signals, “a Blue Job”; and, to the Navy, “a 
Crab Fat” (don’t ask; seriously, you’d rather not know). 
 
My only overseas posting was to Malta, where I worked in a cave, deep under-
ground, looking after a row of Marconi HF receivers with independent side 
bands—half a dozen or so multiplexed teleprinter channels on one lot of side-
bands, and a radio telephone link on the others.  It was, possibly, the most bor-
ing job I’ve ever had in my life—which is saying something—so I decided that 
my best way of changing things was to take and pass the Technician’s exam, 
and move up to being a Wireless Fitter, with the rank of Junior Technician (like a 
Lance Corporal, but without the Lance Jack’s power and authority!). 
 
So there I was, one blazing hot Summer’s day, at the Airmens’ Beach, studying 
my RAF radio manual, when a grizzled veteran of an Aerial Rigger asked me 
what I was doing.  When I explained, he asked what topic I was studying. 
 
“Radio propagation”, I said. 
 
“Oh, yeah?”, he replied, with a sardonic grin.  “Well, it’s your time and effort, 
mate, but I've spent all my time in the mob working on aerials, and I can tell 
you—whatever the books say—radio propagation ain’t a science, it’s an art." 
 
A bit bewildered, I asked him what he meant, and he explained: 

http://www.hanssummers.com/qrssarduino.html
http://www.hanssummers.com/qrsskit.html
http://www.hanssummers.com/ultimate2.html
http://tinyurl.com/G0UPLshop
http://www.hanssummers.com/contact.html
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“The books will tell you, if you want to send a signal from this place to that 
place, you need to put up the aerial like this and that, and work on such and 
such a frequency, depending whether it’s day or night, and what time of year it 
is, and where we are in the solar cycle, right?  Wrong!  Mostly it’ll work, but 
sometimes it won’t, and sometimes you get things happening that the books 
and the science say are impossible.” 
 
I still wasn't entirely convinced, till a friend off my watch at work chipped in 
with a tale of something that he’d seen when he was out in the Persian Gulf a 
few years previously. 
 
Jim said that they had an HF teleprinter link to a base in East Africa, and the 
propagation was so bad that they were lucky to get more than one hour’s com-
munication a day (with the equipment we had, an outage of more than half an 
hour in one day was a rarity).  He said the signals were weak, and seemed to 
suffer endless problems with noise and fading, until one morning, he went on 
shift and found this teleprinter link was up and running, steady as a rock.  Fur-
thermore, he was told, it had been that way since the previous afternoon; the 
only break had been when they changed the security codes at midnight, and, 
most astonishing of all, the signal was so strong they’d had to cut in the attenu-
ator, as it was overloading the front end of the receiver! 
 
As luck would have it, Jim was due to go to the camp in East Africa soon after, 
for his month’s break in the middle of his tour, and his sergeant told him to go 
along to the camp where the CommCen was and “find out what the hell they’ve 
done!” 
 
In due course, Jim paid a visit to the camp, introduced himself, and posed the 
question.  The sergeant in charge led him outside, and pointed to a chain of 90 
foot high wooden towers, with aerial riggers clambering all over them.  He ex-
plained that that was the aerial used to transmit to Jim’s CommCen, “but, as 
you can see, it’s under repair, and we don’t have a spare to use." 
 
Jim asked the obvious question: “Well, what are you using to transmit to us?” 
 
Without a word, the sergeant pointed to a long wooden fence, about five feet 
high.  Draped loosely along the top of the fence was a very long wire connected 
to a twin-wire feeder!  Speechless, Jim looked at the sergeant, who said, “We 
don’t believe it, either, mate!  But that's what we’ve been using for the last cou-
ple of weeks." 
 
Jim followed the feeder all the way back to the transmitter and still found it al-
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most impossible to believe… 
 
A week after he got back to his camp in the Gulf, they got an apologetic mes-
sage from the other CommCen, to the effect that repairs to the towers had 
been completed, and the transmitter aerial was going back up the next day.  
The message continued to the effect that the sergeant had suggested that the 
aerial was left on the fence, but the official line was that the boffins had done 
all the calculations, the aerial masts were perfectly aligned, and that it should 
all work fine.  Needless to say, it didn’t—and they were back to “one hour’s 
comm a day—if you’re lucky.” 
 
The aerial rigger, who had listened to Jim’s tale without a word, shook his head 
and said: 
 
“Well, that's a new one on me, mate—but I still believe it!” 
 

Jack Enright  M0DZM 

FISTS in the Sun David G4YVM, #15868 
 
Just sat in the sunshine using a YouKits ra-
dio belonging to G0AYD, a FISTS member, 
and running about 4 Watts into a half wave 
end fed on 40m (see photo showing all 
that is required for a good day).     
 
I called CQ and was answered by Philippe, 
F6HRJ.  I asked Philippe if he was a special 
event station (long story—call sign confu-
sion) and he said “No, but I am FISTS sta-
tion!”.  How good Is that?  Well Philippe's 
number is 15861; my own is just 7 more…15868.  Did we join on the same 
day???  We found the coincidence quite amusing. 
 
Philippe was running a 1979 vintage Drake TR7 and sent beautiful Morse with it, 
enabling me to have a very nice rag chew!  Then when we were talking about 
his Drake he said “it’s my first rig and my best friend!”.  Now that’s a true FIST!  
 
It was a good day for me—earlier in the day I worked another F station: his first 
QSO for forty nine years!!!  I questioned him about this and, yes, it really was 
the case.  He was concerned in case he was rusty!   
 
Some days are just normal, and some are FISTS days!  

David G4YVM‘s outdoors station 
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6m Sporadic E Ian G6TGO, #14556 
 
The 50 MHz Summer sporadic E (Es) season started on the 28th April 2013 and 
it is a great opportunity for those to give 6m a try; you may be surprised at what 
can be worked!  
The Summer Es is in general from April through to September1. 
CW is used quite a bit and I would like to share some tips and hints, so you get 
some idea of how to get the best out of the band. 
The Band is known as the ‘Magic band’ for it’s here now and gone in a few min-
utes; the key is listening. 
 
Here are extracts from my 2013 CW log so far: 
 

19th April: I worked Thomas, DH6HT via meteor scatter.  A meteor left a 4 
minute trail, which enabled completion at 559 and 579 from Thomas. 

26th April: The Sporadic E season started with me in the morning1.  I worked 
the following: DJ4JK, OE4VIE, DJ3CQ, DL2EAA 

30th April: In the morning, I worked: SP2MKO, HA5LV, UX2SB (at 2,375 km 
the furthest CW contact to date), SP9CCD, DK5ZX, SP1MGM 
1st May 2013 OH5MXW, OH3MF, OH3XR, OH3IS, SM5EDX, 9A3SM, 
HA3LI, LZ2UW (2,145 km), SP2DNI, YU1FE (1,907 km) 

 
Most European operators like to use 50.098, .099 or .100 to call CQ and com-
plete on there. 
50.090 was the official IARU Region 1 calling frequency.  However 50.050 is 
planned to be phased in with the changes to the 50 MHz IARU Region 1 revised 
band plan. 
In practice 50.103 and 50.108 are the unofficial favoured transatlantic calling 
frequencies. 
 
People have used G5RV, full and half size, for 6m with great effect; QRP CW sta-
tions are plentiful.  28MHz Yagis, loops, and quads have been used as well 
 
***Extreme care needs to exercised in choosing 
the above aerials for obvious reasons, but this is 
for illustration only of the kind of equipment 
people use to have a ‘bash’ at CW operating on 
50 MHz. 
 
QSOs tend to be report and locator e.g. IO83UJ.  
It is not personal if operators keep it short; it is 
due to the rapidly changing propagation, hence 

After writing this article, Ian 
achieved a 6m QSO with PY2XB ! 

http://www.uksmg.org/bandplan/rsgb-50mhz-band-plan.php
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New product:  EK1B 3 Band QRP CW Transceiver Kit 
 
The EK1B is a 3 band QRP CW transceiver from 
Youkits, available as a kit or assembled, covering 
20m, 17m, and 15m. 
 
 RX:13.9-22MHz 
 TX: 14.0-14.35MHz, 18.068-18.168MHz, 21.0

-21.45MHz 
 Size: 120mm x 51mm x 103mm 
 Weight: 420g 
 Working voltage: 9-16VDC 
 RX voltage: 120-130mA TX:0.8A (on 12VDC) 
 Power output: 4-5W 
 Sidetone: 700Hz 
 Built in keyer, speed adjustable 
 Kit and assembled version 
 SMD parts all finished 
 DDS board tested and aligned 
 Kit assemble time is about 2 hours 
 Can install Youkits 18650 battery pack 
 Scheduled shipment date: 15 August 
 
At the time of writing, the TT1A is $179 (USD) for the kit or $219 (USD) assem-
bled.  It will be available from Youkits distributors around the world—see the 
website for details: www.youkits.com 
 
In the UK, this is Waters & Stanton, www.wsplc.com telephone 01702 206835 
Waters & Stanton PLC, Spa House, 22 Main Road, Hockley, Essex. SS5 4QS. UK 

the name the 'MAGIC' Band. 
 
Another observation is if the operator gives his/her name, he or she is confident 
the band is stable for a short CW chat, and you could give your FISTS number as 
well. 
 
So why not have a go?  I look forward to working some of you this season. 

73 de Ian.  FISTS 14566 
 
1 6m sporadic E propagation is very much dependent on the station’s latitude, which in 
turn affects the date that the Summer openings start—for Europe, it is generally later 
the further north you are. 

EK1B from Youkits 

EK1B internal view 

http://www.wsplc.com/
http://www.youkits.com/
http://www.wsplc.com/
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New products:  Tayloe Simple Receiver & Transmitter Kits  
 
Tayloe Simple Superhet Receiver 
Dan Tayloe has a new receiver for 
30 or 40 meters that covers 7.000 
to 7.022 in one segment and 
7.024 to 7.049MHz in the second 
segment.  Segments are switch 
selectable.  30 meter coverage is 
10.100 to 10.120 and 10.119 to 
10.140Mhz. 
 
As measured from current prototypes, some variance in performance is ex-
pected from unit to unit.  
 Receiver Type: Superhet with a three crystal IF filter Receiver sensitivity: Bet-

ter than -120 dBm 
 Current Drain: ~ 17 mA at 12V.  
 Bus switch first mixer improves handling of high level signal (40m SWBC!) 
 AGC - Automatically reduces large signals 
 3 pole Crystal filter  
 Single sided receiver reception 
 Wider 500 Hz filter decreases “ringing” and listener fatigue 
 Audio gain chain incorporates active R/C low pass filter  
 AGC reduces unwanted high frequency audio gain stage hiss and provides 

>30 dB additional attenuation for signals more than 2 kHz away 
 Headphone level output with diode limiting—protects your ears from static 

crashes or sudden strong stations 
 Band coverage provided in two ranges.  Each tuning range ~ 20 kHz wide.  

Onboard switch selects upper or lower band segments  
 40m covers 7.000 to 7.022 and 7.024 to 7.049 MHz (DX and QRP segments) 
 30m covers 10.100 to 10.120 MHz 
 External “mute” input (active low) reduces receiver gain by ~ 70 dB 
 Receiver input protected to 5W when muted (only when muted!) 
 
 
Tayloe Simple Transmitter 
Dan Tayloe has also designed a crystal controlled transmitter that will be of-
fered eventually on all bands.  The first band available is 10 meters.  It comes 
with a simple keyer installed.  Can be used with external keyer for beacons.  
Puts out approximately 4 W and exceeds FCC specs. 

Tayloe Simple Receiver 

http://www.qrpkits.com/srx.html
http://www.qrpkits.com/tst.html
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 Power Output: ~4W into a 50 
ohm load at 12V 

 TX power amplifier efficiency: 
~70%. Finals stays cooler, 
transmitter draws less power. 
Note: TX designed for CW 
type transmit duty cycle.  Pro-
longed key down operation is 
not advised. 

 TX harmonic output suppression readily exceeds FCC specifications: >55 dB 
attenuation typical 

 Spot Switch: Turns on the oscillator and buffer so that you can find it with a 
receiver 

 Built In Keyer: Keyer chip included with adjustable CW speed pot 
 Straight Key mode: Power up with the jack “ring” shorted (mono plug) 

causes the keyer to enter straight key mode.  This mode is useful with exter-
nal memory keyers for beacon use, as well as normal straight keys or bugs. 

 Straight Key “dotting” mode: Staying key down for several seconds places 
the transmitter into “dotting” to protect the finals. 

 Built in receiver T/R switch with “mute” output: An external receiver can be 
hooked up directly to the transmitter “RX” output.  “Mute” output provides 
an open collector shunt to ground during transmit. 

 
The Tayloe Simple Transmitter and Receiver kits are available from Hendricks 
QRP www.qrpkits.com.  At the time of writing (July 2013), Hendricks QRP is 
closed for the month, so prices are not currently available. 

Tayloe Simple Transmitter 

UK 630m and 60m Band Changes 
 
On the 1st January this year (2013), the new international 630m band (472-479 
kHz) was made available to UK Full amateur radio licensees who hold the re-
quired NoV (Notice of Variation). 
 
A new NoV for 60m frequencies (5 MHz) was also made available.  This includes 
more coverage and the references to experimental use only have been re-
moved from the new NoV.  Holders of the previous 60m NoV will need to obtain  
the new one to use the new frequencies.  The RSGB recommends 5.2585-5.264 
for CW, with 5.262 QRP centre of activity (ref. RadCom March 2013, page 44).  
 
630m and 60m NoV’s can be applied for at: tinyurl.com/uknov 

http://www.qrpkits.com/
http://www.qrpkits.com/
http://www.qrpkits.com/
http://tinyurl.com/uknov
http://tinyurl.com/uknov
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Solas 4 Lifeboat Radio Phil ZL3PAH, #14103 
 
I was surprised and delighted to see a Clifford & Snell lifeboat radio on the front 
page of the Winter 2012 Key Note. 
 
I was chief engineer of Clifford & Snell (Purley Way, Croydon) after this radio 
had been designed but whilst it was still in manufacture; I joined them in the 
early 1983 I think.  Before that I had been chief engineer at International Ma-
rine Radio Co Ltd (also in Thornton Heath, Croydon & then later Mitcham)—I 
worked there between 1973 and 1983 and during that time one of the projects 
we designed was the Solas Mk4 lifeboat radio, quite similar in size and function 
(they both had to meet the same specification).  See the leaflet on next page. 
 
These radios had to meet a drop into water from a considerable height and sur-
vive and operate.  During the development of the Solas 4 the height was in-
creased from 10m to 20m, which caused us considerable problems.  We de-
stroyed many cases until we finally had the design right—getting the lay of the 
glass fibre correct proved absolutely crucial.  Another interesting aspect of the 
design was to meet an efficiency figure of, as I recall, 10% of power into the 
handles of the generator had to appear as RF power at the antenna.  To do this 
we had a switching regulator on the output of the mechanical generator and 
the PA and modulator were run in class D. 
 
To achieve the drop of 20m we had to go out to the nearest docks and stand on 
the top of a container crane and heave the radio off.  However in earlier days 
when the drop was only 10m there was one bridge over the Thames (I forget 
which one) which was just 10m above the water.  There was a story of a chief 
engineer well before my time taking a set out to test it, not bothering to look 
what was coming from the other side of the bridge and heaving the radio off, 
only to have it land on a police launch.  I understand this took some explaining. 
 
Lifeboat radios had a long history but we never heard of any being used to save 
anyone’s life—we were always concerned that in fact on a dark night in a storm 
the Radio Officer would throw the lifeboat set over the side of a sinking ship 
(they were supposed to be lowered by a rope, but in an emergency who is going 
to read the instructions?) and the radio would go through the bottom of the 
lifeboat and all on board would be lost.  I hope that never happened.  However 
we did know of a case where a radio room burnt out in a fire and the lifeboat 
radio was pressed into use to receive and send all traffic, weather etc. for a 
week.  We were told that a succession of people were given the job of cranking 
the generator whilst the RO operated the set. 
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Fewer Cuts! Graham G3ZOD, #8385 
 
No, not the government making life miserable! 
 
Sometimes digits are abbreviated in Morse code to 
save time.  Referred to as “cut numbers”, the most 
common ones heard on the air (well, heard by me at 
least) are: 
 

0 (zero) T 

1 (one) A 

9 (nine) N 
 
Typically ‘N’ is heard when sending RST, e.g. instead of ‘599’, frequently ‘5NN’ is 
sent.  Another common use is sending contest serial numbers, e.g. instead of 
‘005’, ‘TT5’ is sent.  Also in contests, very rarely ‘A’ is heard instead of ‘1’.  Per-
sonally I find ‘A’ instead of ’1’ causes me a mental hiccough through lack of use; 
I think those using it are likely to waste far more time in having to sending re-
peats than they save by not sending 3 dashes!  My advice: use ‘T’ and ‘N’ only. 
 
Cut numbers can be heard in other numbers, such as ‘4TM’ instead of ‘40M’.  
However, they should never be used in a callsign because the receiving station 
may not be able to tell if they represent digits or are the actual letters. 
 
For example, let’s say you hear ‘GB5TRAIN’ sent in Morse on the air.  If the op-
erator may have used a cut number, you can’t be sure if the callsign is: 
 
 GB 5 TRAIN celebrating a 5 year railway event 
 GB 50 RAIN celebrating 50 years of soggy UK weather 
 
If anyone logs the callsign incorrectly, they are not likely to receive a QSL card.  
Similarly, if they use online services such as eQSL and LoTW, their QSO will not 
be confirmed by the system. 
 
In case this seems unlikely to happen, a special event station operator was 
heard recently using cut numbers in the callsign! 
 
Cut numbers exist for all ten digits, 0 - 9.  However, other than ’T’, ’N’, and ’A’, 
they are so rarely used that they are more likely to cause confusion than save 
time.  Also, there are variations in some of the abbreviations used.  So, my ad-
vice, as above, is to stay with ‘T’ and ‘N’, and never, ever, send one in a callsign. 
 
Finally, a note that ‘0’ (zero) is occasionally heard being sent as a letter ‘O’. 
 

73 de Graham 

599 061 using  
“cut numbers” N, T, and A. 

“never in a 
callsign” 
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QUA QUA@fists.co.uk Compiled by Graham G3ZOD, #8385 
 

QUA: “Here is news of ... (call sign)” 
 
FISTS, with the Committee’s approval, now hosts a new website adif.org.uk con-
taining proposed and released ADIF Specifications (see page 13).  This helps the 
amateur radio community in general and is at no cost to the club since our web-
site hosting package includes the ability to add websites. 
 
V Prefixes  By the time this Key Note has been fully distributed, the 2013 UK ‘V’ 
prefixes celebrating the RSGB’s 100th anniversary will have been and gone. 
Malcolm G4YMB commented: “Just been raking through some old QSL cards for 
something completely different and found one from a GV4 station in 
1985 commemorating 40 years since VE day.  Strange!!” 
 
VK3DBD/G3SCD’s mystery key (Autumn 2012 Key Note page 
52 and Winter 2012 Key Note page 56) prompted a reply from 
David on the comments received: “I think the lamp as an indi-
cator would seem the best reason.  If it was for practice, then 
it is odd there are not other (more) keys about like that with-
out the lamp; after all keys were made by the thousand in the 
period from 1918 I guess. 
 
As you say, an experienced op. can send without a side tone or indicator, but 
myself, I like to hear exactly what is going out.  One day someone will perhaps 
come up with more info… 
 
Oh again on key use in an aircraft, I have in the past “commented” on the Bath-
tub key as a "horrible key to use", only to be shot down by a real live air-op who 
had used one in a Lancaster in action.  He quite rightly said words to the effect 
that in a bucking and vibrating Lancaster at 8000 ft up where temps were per-
haps minus 30C, you wore heavy leather gloves and the key was quite okay un-
der those circumstances. 
 
That was my thinking about the indicator lamp on that spark key being of use— 
an open cockpit plane, key on the knee, extreme noise and motion, and gloves 
on—the lamp might have helped?”  
 
Jeremy 2E0RNO said: “Most British military aircraft are fitted with a white, all-
round light on some part of the airframe to allow communication between air-
craft in formation or ships in line of sight by visual, flashing Morse, this being 
much more secure than using radio which would give away the aircraft’s posi-
tion.  I would guess that the socket on this key marked “signal light” is for this 
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purpose. 
As a Midshipman at Dartmouth in the early 70s I had to learn flashing Morse up 
to 8 wpm so that I could read such communications.” 
 
John M6KET asks if anyone has an RAF Type D key that they would be willing to 
sell?  If so, please contact me (Graham G3ZOD—see page 3) and I will put you in 
contact with John. 
 
Paul M0PNA’s article Learning the Code in Later Life struck a chord with a num-
ber of people.  Dennis G4CQI wrote: “This brought back memories of a midlife 
20 wpm Morse crisis caused, I think, by long periods of instructing Sea Cadets at 
5 wpm.  Paul pretending to be a Radio Op on high seas rang a bell. 
 
After failing to remedy the occasional lapses at 20—22 wpm by prolonged en-
deavour receiving at that speed, I concluded that I was at fault (my brain passed 
a test at 22 wpm during training for a telegraphist), and I would have to devise 
a test in which failure to read the code would be expected. 
Fortunately, computers were beginning to appear at the club at that time and, 
as usual in the radio community, a fellow club member was pleased to help me 
by filling an audio cassette with 30 wpm groups.  
 
Like Paul, I imagined myself as a radio op., but on one of the “Queens” plying 
across to the States, not on a tramp steamer, HI, so a seat in the shack seemed 
more appropriate to use.  Daily, sitting back casually, I listened to the cassette, 
my sharpened pencil leaving a wavy line behind it with an occasional letter rec-
ognised, but certainly not an attempt to try and copy.  After all, a first class op.  
does not try.  Surprisingly, I found the sessions were very relaxing and they re-
mained so until months later I found I was copying 100% comparing one A4 
sheet of groups with another. 
 
It cleared my midlife Morse crisis and once more I was able to receive solid copy 
at 20 wpm, but it raised questions about how I was endeavouring to pass on my 
own Morse ability to others.  But that is another story to tell.  HI” 
 
Dennis also commented on Roger G3LDI’s article Is this the first UK Morse Boot 
Camp?: 
 
“No doubt about it; the ‘true grit’ method of achieving Morse is effective.  Roger 
G3LDI’s article proved it in the last issue of Key Note.  Most of us who achieved 
Morse by this method would agree. 
However, when I found many years ago, by chance, that all I had to do was lis-
ten to Morse daily at 30 wpm to progress from a problem 20 wpm to a rock solid 
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30 wpm without trying, it came to me that stress could be removed from learn-
ing Morse. 
 
Unfortunately then, and since, all the amateurs (not very many) I have enabled 
to reach 12 wpm, all wanted ‘to do it their way’, and were polite enough not to 
rubbish my suggestions about not ‘trying’ to memorise Morse—they just ig-
nored them. 
 
Except one.  A college lecturer who actually cottoned on to my theory of not al-
lowing thought, or emotions, to interfere with the hearing, brain, path of re-
cording Morse symbols. 
When taking up radio in his youth, he was unable to cope with Morse and aban-
doned it. 
 
In those days the RSGB produced a very good pamphlet about Morse which I 
used, and  I urged him to be in charge of the situation, under no circumstances 
allowing himself to search for the answer of a Morse symbol when heard, but 
immediately putting down a dash or dot, reminding the brain if necessary of 
original information afterwards, remaining completely relaxed at all times.  No 
introspection or analysing of results.  We worked together on 2m through the 
RSGB course and I remember him saying how amazed he was at being able to 
copy the code at last. 
 
All the standard methods of instruction were applied.  Time was spent daily lis-
tening to Morse etc.  It was not an easy or quick solution for him but it worked 
Not being a brain surgeon, at the time I felt it was not for me to propagate such 
an ‘airy fairy’ method, the one success being enough.  Maybe I didn’t have 
enough ‘true grit’ to pursue it further.  HI” 
 
Chris EI6KH was mentioned in the RSGB June 2013 RadCom page 7 regarding his 
visit to Bletchley Park as an SWL, and a subsequent QSO with GB3RS after he 
achieved his licence.  Chris explains: “I was an SWL on and off for a while but 
hadn’t done much for a while.  I went around Bletchley Park and had a good 
chat with the radio guys.  Up until then I’d been put off from doing my licence 
because it’s all or nothing here in Ireland; there’s no foundation or intermediate 
licence. 
It’s also only done twice a year, so if I'd have failed last October I would only be 
taking the test again now!!!  That's a long time to be studying…  It put a big 
smile on my face when I saw the IRTS advertising the next exam date :) ”. 
 
Pol G3HAL wrote in about a topic that is causing increasing concern: “The other 
day I copied someone who was raising his sending speed by shortening the 
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spaces.  Some of the spaces were shortened out of existence and I read 
P AL G8NG TO QRCH F 6E FRS DAR ELY. 

I guessed from the context of the QSO that he thought he had sent 
WE ARE GOING TO MARCH IN THE FENS NEAR ELY. 

The worst example I've ever heard was a string of dits and dahs with no letter or 
word spaces.  It was quite incomprehensible and I had to abandon the QSO. 
The letter and word spaces in Morse are as well defined as the dits and dahs; we 
should pay more attention to them.” 
 
Chris G5VZ is our EuCW Communication Manager (representative).  EuCW is an 
association of CW Clubs in Europe.  Clubs outside Europe can join as Associated 
Clubs.  Chris writes: “Martin IK2RMZ (EuCW webmaster) and I have today man-
aged to secure QRP ARCI as affiliates to EUCW after over ten years with no con-
tact between the two organisations.  In the early days the liaison was—we 
think—Luke Dodds, a W5 who became SK in the mid-nineties. 
 
QRP ARCI President Ken Evans, W4DU acted swiftly when the situation was 
brought to his notice.  Steve Fletcher, G4GXL, the current QRP ARCI Vice Presi-
dent and Webmaster, will be the liaison to EuCW with immediate effect and the 
affiliation of QRP ARCI is formally re-established. 
Having the support of an organisation like QRP ARCI is another important step 
for CW in Europe and, of course, ITU Region 1 more generally.” 
 
Webmaster Email is sent a number of requests for information about Morse 
code.  The more unusual recent ones included: 
 
 A request from the niece of a Silent Key Morse code enthusiast and teacher 

for instructions on how to speak out loud “Love you” in Morse code at his 
funeral. 

 The UK TV Programme “Have I Got News For You” (a satirical comedy panel 
programme based on news) contacted us with a view to using extracts from 
Key Note in the programme.  (Sadly, this came to nothing.) 

 A request for advice on an arts project which involved converting an image 
into Morse code then including it as printed dots and dashes in a PDF docu-
ment. 

 A college asked for suggestions on how to record a very slow Morse audio 
file for use in an exercise at an event they were arranging.  Of course most 
training programs that can generate Morse won’t allow the use of low actual 
speeds.  However, Fabian Kurz DJ1YFK’s Convert Text To CW web page 
lcwo.net/text2cw did the job as required. 

 

http://www.eucw.org/eucw.html
http://www.qrparci.org/
http://lcwo.net/text2cw


Club Sales 
 
Enamelled Club badges Leather Key Ring   
£2 inc. UK delivery £2 inc. UK delivery 
 

 
 
 
 
Vinyl car window stickers  £1 inc. UK delivery. 
 
Note: these are printed in reverse so they can be 
stuck on the inside of a window. 
 
 
 

 
Custom QSL Cards £25 for 100 cards inc. UK delivery. 
You provide your own design for the front (front below is a sample only). 

For more club items and how to order, see overleaf! 

On the last point, although it didn’t prove nec-
essary, an alternative suggestion we made was 
to use an audio editing program such as the 
free Audacity to slow down a recording without 
changing the pitch; this might be worth remem-
bering if you need to create Morse code audio 
files at unusual speeds. 
 
Finally, many thanks to G3MLL Geoff for send-
ing in the photograph on the right.  Geoff com-
mented: 
 
“Just HAD to send you this.  Essential for listen-
ing out for weak DX I would have thought.” 
 

73 de QUA@fists.co.uk 

http://audacity.sourceforge.net/
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Club Sales — continued from previous page 
 
Standard QSL Cards  £8.50 for 100 cards inc. UK delivery 

FISTS CW Course  £3.50 inc. UK delivery / £4.50 
inc. delivery to Europe / DX please ask. 
 
The FISTS CW Course is a Morse code training 
package suitable for beginners and improvers.  It 
comprises: 
 
 The well known K7QO course on CD to learn 

the code (including files containing the texts 
sent). 

 Two practice CD's made by our own Mary 
G0NZA, which are great for people that want 
to improve from the 12 wpm level. 

 An A5 booklet with forty-odd pages that in-
cludes all the texts for Mary's disks. 

 
This package is a real help to anyone who is learning Morse code and we are 
very happy to be able to offer it. 
 
We would like to thank Chuck K7QO and Mary G0NZA for allowing FISTS to produce 
these disks. 
 
Ordering 
Orders for club Items can be paid for by cheque drawn on a UK bank made out 
to FISTS or PayPal.  (For credit or debit card, see the website.) 
 
Please include your name, address and details of what you are ordering! 
If sending a cheque, write your member number and callsign on the back. 

Anne Webb sales@fists.co.uk 
40 Links Road, Penn, 
Wolverhampton WV4 5RF Tel. 01902 338973 

https://www.fists.co.uk/members/memberssales.html
mailto:sales@fists.co.uk

